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A B S T R A C T

In this thesis we explore a new image description method composed of a multi-
scale vector of Laplacians of Gaussians, the Laplacian Profile, and a Radial
Fourier Transform. This method captures shape information with different pro-
portions around a point in the image. A Gaussian pyramid of scaled images is
used for the extraction of the descriptor vectors. The aim of this new method is
to provide image description that can be suitable for diverse applications. Ad-
justability as well as low computational and memory needs are as important
as robustness and discrimination power. We created a method with the ability
to capture the image signal efficiently with descriptor vectors of particularly
small length compared to the state of the art. Experiments show that despite
its small vector length, the new descriptor shows reasonable robustness and
discrimination power that are competitive to the state of the art performance.

We test our proposed image description method on three different visual
tasks. The first task is keypoint matching for images that have undergone im-
age transformations like rotation, scaling, blurring, JPEG compression, changes
in viewpoint and changes in light. We show that against other methods from
the state of the art, the proposed descriptor performs equivalently with a very
small vector length. The second task is on pattern detection. We use the pro-
posed descriptor to create two different Adaboost based detectors for people
detection in images. Compared to a similar detector using Histograms of Ori-
ented Gradients (HOG), the detectors with the proposed method show compet-
itive performance using significantly smaller descriptor vectors. The last task
is on reflection symmetry detection in real world images. We introduce a tech-
nique that exploits the proposed descriptor for detecting possible symmetry
axes for the two reflecting parts of a mirror symmetric pattern. This technique
introduces constraints and ideas of how to collect more efficiently the informa-
tion that is important to identify reflection symmetry in images. With this task
we show that the proposed descriptor can be generalized for more complicated
applications. The set of the experiments confirms the qualities of the proposed
method of being easily adjustable and requires relatively low computational
and storage requirements while remaining robust and discriminative.

Keywords: multi-scale description, Gaussian pyramid, Laplacian Profile, Ra-
dial Fourier Transform, compact image description
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R É S U M É

L’objectif de cette thèse est l’étude d’un descripteur d’images adapté à une
grande variété d’applications. Nous cherchons à obtenir un descripteur ro-
buste et discriminant, facile à adapter et peu coûteux en calcul et en mémoire.
Nous définissons un nouveau descripteur, composé de valeurs du Laplacien
à différentes échelles et de valeurs d’une transformée de Fourier radiale, cal-
culées à partir d’une pyramide Gaussienne. Ce descripteur capture une infor-
mation de forme multi-échelle autour d’un point de l’image. L’expérimentation
a montré que malgré une taille mémoire réduite les performances en robustesse
et en pouvoir discriminant de ce descripteur sont à la heuteur de l’état de l’art.

Nous avons expérimenté ce descripteur avec trois types de tâches différentes.
Le premier type de tâche est la mise en correspondance de points-clés avec
des images transformées par rotation, changement d’échelle, floutage, codage
JPEG, changement de point de vue, ou changement d’éclairage. Nous mon-
trons que la performance de notre descripteur est au niveau des meilleurs
descripteurs connus dans l’état de l’art. Le deuxième type de tâche est la
détection de formes. Nous avons utilisé le descripteur pour la création de
deux détecteurs de personnes, construits avec Adaboost. Comparé à un dé-
tecteur semblable construit avec des histogrammes de gradients (HOG) nos
détecteurs sont très compétitifs tout en utilisant des descripteurs sensiblement
plus compacts. Le dernier type de tâche est la détection de symétries de réflex-
ion dans des images "du monde réel". Nous proposons une technique de dé-
tection d’axes potentiels de symétries en miroir. Avec cette tâche nous mon-
trons que notre descripteur peut être genéralisé à des situations complexes.
L’expérimentation montre que cette méthode est robuste et discriminante, tout
en conservant un faible coût en calcul et en mémoire.

Mot-clés: description multi-échelle, pyramide Gaussienne, Profil Laplacien,
Transformée de Fourier radial, description compacte d’image.
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INTRODUCTION

Nous présentons un nouveau descripteur d’images qui est fondé sur des
fonctions mathématiques invariantes aux transformations affines de l’image,
et qui fournit une description des signaux efficace et très compacte. Ce de-
scripteur combine deux éléments : premièrement le Profil Laplacien; deuxième-
ment, nous utilisons la Transformée de Fourier qui est connue et largement
utilisée dans différents domaines scientifiques pour ses propriétés de capture
de l’information de signal.

Nous effectuons des expériences sur la reconnaissance des points d’intérêt
dans les images qui ont subi des changements. Dans une seconde série d’expé-
riences, nous testons la méthode proposée sur la reconnaissance de formes par
la recherche de piétons dans des images. Les expériences sont ensuite étendues
à une tâche plus complexe qui est la détection de symétrie de réflexion en im-
ages (réflexion d’un modèle perpendiculairement à un axe). Les résultats dans
tous les cas montrent que la méthode proposée présente des performances
compétitives à l’état de l’art.

Avec notre méthode nous poursuivons deux objectifs principaux. D’abord
nous voulons encoder les données de signal de manière efficace afin de fournir
les informations nécessaires. Puis, nous voulons fournir une description aussi
compacte que possible, afin d’être utilisée pour des tâches coûteuses ou des
machines à faible puissance de calcul. Nous voulons répondre à ces objectifs
en utilisant une base théorique unique qui est suffisamment flexible pour être
adaptée à différentes applications, mais sans changer le type de données de
signaux capturées. De cette façon, l’information calculée peut être partagée
entre les différentes applications.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 the technological context of this study

The search for a perfect image descriptor has been the “Holy Grail” since ear-
liest days of Computer Vision. Many methods and variations have been pro-
posed. While many of these have proved effective for particular tasks, no im-
age description has been found to provide the most effective description for
all tasks.

The three classic types of feature structures used for image description are
edges, blobs and corners. Edges are defined as boundaries where changes in
the pixel intensity take place [20, 11, 67, 38, 144, 127]. They consist of a set of
pixels that form a line or a curve. The more abrupt the change in the pixel
intensity, the more well defined the edge. Although shapes maybe detected as
assemblies of edges, it is difficult to detect edges when the intensity changes
are smooth. Blobs, on the other hand, overcome this particular limitation of
edges.

A blob is a group of pixels that form a simple shape with smooth surface
in the image. The classic method for blob detection is to first threshold the
pixel intensities. Pixels on one side of the threshold are considered as the
background and the groups of pixels on the otherside are considered as the
blobs. Blob detection has been further extended with the use of more discrim-
inative features to overcome the limitations of simple thresholding of binary
values [90, 93, 88]. This method works fine when the background and the ob-
jects in the scene have homogeneous surfaces with small intensity variations.
But for images with many intensity variations, blobs can be less effective than
edges.

In comparison to edges and blobs, corners are very small locations in the im-
age where the intensity has important variations compared to their surround-
ing pixel neighborhood. Corners can be defined with a position as small as a
pixel. Corners are widely used for the detection of salient locations for match-
ing images with similar content [48, 121, 6]. While all these approaches can be
efficient for image description, their usability is limited and their advantages
are complementary.

Color is a very important image cue and has played an important role in
vision research. Different color spaces can be found in the literature, each one
having advantages for particular applications [125]. Some of the most com-
monly used color spaces in image description are the RGB (red-green-blue)
and the HSV (hue-saturation-value) color spaces. Color values can be used
for either probabilistic image description [44, 130, 57, 74] or for deterministic
description techniques [38, 67, 16, 137, 132, 15]. The main limitations for the
use of color cues for image description are that color is sensitive to changes
in illumination and that similar things do not necessarily have the same color.
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Therefore, color based image description can be highly efficient for applica-
tions where color details remain stable, but in general this approach can have
important limitations.

A variety of local features have been used to define image descriptors. Gaus-
sian derivatives [39, 94] are such an approach that has significant advantages
as a description method. They can be also used to provide the basis for more
complicated description methods [84, 30, 9]. Haar wavelets [107] can be used
to create techniques that require modest computational time and provide ef-
ficient description. Gabor filters have also been shown to capture texture in
different orientations and resolutions [55].

The Fourier Transform has been widely used for image description in several
ways, either as a descriptor itself or as a part of the theory of a descriptor [70,
87]. The main advantage of the Fourier Transform is that it can provide fine
frequency information in a very compact way.

The common property of these methods is that they all have the capacity
to represent the image signal in a sufficiently distinctive manner to achieve
efficient description. The problem is that each one of them has been proven
successful in particular applications and according to particular criteria (for
example, amount of computational time), but none has been found to be gen-
erally the best. The large diversity of methods often leads to the need for
different calculations on the same signal to extract different representations of
the same information for different stages of processing.

The objective of this work is to introduce a new description method based
on invariant operations that can be appropriate for a large variety of visual
tasks. This method meet two criteria. Therefore this method can be adapted is
to provide a relatively compact descriptor for tasks on machines with limited
memory. Although, it can be used to encode a larger descriptor for tasks that
require a more discriminative descriptor. These criteria are met using a sin-
gle theoretical approach that is flexible enough to be customized to different
applications. Without changing the type of captured signal details, computed
information can then be shared between different visual tasks.

1.2 the research problem investigated in this study

In this study we investigate a general purpose image descriptor based on the
combination of a Laplacian Profile with a Radial Fourier Transform. The Lapla-
cian Profile is a vector of Laplacian of Gaussian values collected over a range of
scales. Gaussian derivatives are widely used for their ability to capture shapes
in images [20, 78, 84, 116]. The Laplacian of Gaussian has the advantage of
being a rotation invariant mathematical operation. Therefore, the Laplacian
Profile can provide multi-scale rotation invariant description of a signal.

The Fourier Transform is widely used as a descriptor for signals. Its coef-
ficients can be expressed as frequency magnitude and phase. For a Radial
Fourier Transform taken on a disk or a circle, the phase of frequencies is an
indication of the the orientation of the image intensity in a pixel neighbor-
hood [147]. On the other hand, the magnitude of frequencies is invariant to
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orientation. The magnitude and phase of frequencies can be used respectively
to create an orientation invariant or a very discriminative image description
method.

The idea behind the proposed descriptor is to capture and express the ap-
pearance of an image neighborhood with a small feature vector that is robust
to image changes. The trick is that the small size of a descriptor vector useful
for fast computations but this must not affect the discrimination power of the
descriptor significantly compared to the state of the art.

Though discriminative power has always been an important criterion for im-
age description, computational and memory requirements can be equally im-
portant for applications. Our contribution is an easily calculated, robust and
very compact descriptor based on the Laplacian of Gaussian and the Fourier
Transform computed on a logarithmic scale space. The proposed method cap-
tures shape in two different ways, 1) as changes in intensity due to the Lapla-
cian of Gaussians and 2) as low frequencies around them due to the Fourier
Transform.

1.3 the experimental methods used for the investigation

In order to evaluate the proposed description method we investigate its per-
formance for a diverse set of applications. We experimentally compared varia-
tions of the new descriptor with established image descriptors on three visual
tasks.

The first task evaluates the capability of the proposed method to provide
good image description for small image neighborhoods. The appropriate task
to do this is keypoint matching between images. Keypoint matching measures
the capacity of a descriptor to identify the same locations in the image scene
after changes in the image plane. The testing images for our experimentations
are taken from the Affine Covariant Features benchmark dataset and the MIR-
FLICKR Retrieval Evaluation dataset. We use a set of descriptors of different
theoretical approaches to compare their performance with the proposed de-
scriptor. These are SIFT [84], SURF [9], ORB [112], BRISK [76], FREAK [133],
BRIEF [19] and NSD [18]. This experimental frame work is a standard manner
in the literature to simply compare different descriptors.

The results on keypoint matching reveal that the proposed descriptor has the
capacity to identify correctly the same locations in different images. Compared
to the performance of the other descriptors used for these experiments, the
proposed descriptor works very well with scaling changes in images and can
overcome low resolution problems. Though, in other cases its performance is
less competitive than the state of art. As seen by the performance of the other
descriptors, in each case there is a different descriptor that works the best or
the worst. Nonetheless, an important observation concerning our descriptor is
that compared to the state of the art it has a statistically significant small vector
size. The conclusion from keypoint matching is that the proposed descriptor
is effective though not always the most efficient.
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The next task is pedestrian detection. This task is selected in order to prove
that the descriptor can be used to identify patterns and structures in images.
The dataset for this task is the well known INRIA Person dataset and the
competing descriptor is the also well known HOG descriptor [30] that was
developed on this dataset. The capacity of HOG to describe structures and
shapes have established it as the baseline for this type of visual task.

The results on pedestrian detection showed that our proposed descriptor
can provide similar detection rates with HOG. Although it has more false de-
tections than HOG, the proposed descriptor vectors are about 8 times smaller
than the HOG descriptor vectors. The results attest to the fact that the pro-
posed descriptor is enough discriminative to be used for describing large im-
age neighborhoods containing patterns with acceptable performance but in a
significantly more compact manner.

The last task for the evaluation is reflection symmetry detection in images.
This is a hard visual task that requires particular information from the image
signal. The major problem in this task is that the definition of symmetry in
an image can be very different between a human and a computer. Computer
algorithms may consider symmetry in different orientations than humans or
find symmetrical patterns that humans do not consider significant. On the con-
trary, as humans have the capacity to be more abstract in the way they conceive
things, they can identify symmetry where algorithms cannot. In addition, the
existence of symmetry in an image can be also disputable between humans.
Therefore, the evaluation of symmetry in images cannot be as perfectly objec-
tive as for example compared to tasks such as the detection of humans in an
image.

The dataset and experimental framework for this task are adapted from
the Symmetry Detection from Real World Images Competition 2013 in IEEE
CVPR2013. The results on reflection symmetry detection are modest compared
to the baseline algorithm provided by the contest. The results from this task
show that the proposed descriptor has the capacity to carry the required in-
formation and integrate it within an appropriate technique that can provide
legitimate results on this highly demanding task. While having less good per-
formance than the baseline algorithm, the proposed technique can offer a sim-
pler solution with smaller descriptor vectors.

1.4 summary of this manuscript

Chapter 2 is a review of the existing methods of image description. We give
an exact explanation of the meaning of image description and we exhibit its
objectives. The objectives of image description can be organized in eight main
types: invariance to translation, invariance to scaling, invariance to rotation, in-
variance to viewpoint / affine transformations, invariance to blurring / image
compression (especially JPEG), invariance to illumination changes, resistance
to clutter / partial occlusion and robustness. We distinguish between local
and global description based on the size of the area that a method describes
compared to the size of the image. We name local those descriptors that are
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capable to describe efficiently a small region of the image independently from
the rest of the image. Global descriptors are those descriptors that are com-
puted using a large window or the whole image in order to give sufficient
information to perform a visual task. We further classify existing methods ac-
cording to their theoretical approach. The descriptors are separated into four
groups according to the theory on which they are based: intensity based de-
scriptors, gradient / first order partial derivative based descriptors, Laplacian
/ second order partial derivative based descriptors, spectrum based descrip-
tors. For each descriptor found in the literature, there is a short summary of
how it works.

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate all the extent of the state of
the art, sort the different approaches, study their characteristics and search for
gaps in the state of the art where there is still room for research. At the end, we
provide a classification table and a taxonomy tree with the existing methods.
In these two schemes, the methods are attributed by their particular properties
and the applications they are suitable for. This regularization of the state of
the art helps us to set goals and leads the way to the proposition of the new
image description method.

Chapter 3 introduces the new method. In this chapter we show how the
Laplacian of Gaussian can be collected on a logarithmic scale space and be
organized into a vector in order to provide invariant image description and
how its discrimination power can be enhanced by the Fourier theory.

The Gaussian pyramid can be computed with the Half-Octave Gaussian
pyramid algorithm [29]. The Laplacian of Gaussian values can be easily col-
lected as differences of adjacent levels on the created pyramid. Collecting a set
of Laplacians of Gaussians on corresponding coordinates in several scales pro-
vides us with a multi-scale vector that captures shape information on increas-
ingly larger proportions when projected on the original image. This vector is
named the Laplacian Profile and it is the spine of the proposed description
method.

The Fourier Transform can be calculated radially around each of the Lapla-
cian of Gaussians collected for a Laplacian Profile. There are different possibil-
ities for designing this descriptor concerning the sampling area for the Fourier
Transform and the formula used for its computation. The sampling area can be
a circle of samples or a disk of samples around a selected Laplacian of Gaus-
sian. On a circle of samples, we can compute an 1D Radial Fourier Transform,
considering the periphery of the circle as a linear sequence of samples. On a
disk area, we can compute a 2D Radial Fourier Transform after transferring
the disk from the Cartesian to polar coordinates. In general, sampling a disk
of samples provides more discriminative descriptors but sampling on a circle
offers shorter computational time. The parameters of the possible designs are
discussed in order to see the advantages and the disadvantages for each man-
ner. Eventually, a number of variable parameters is given for the design of the
proposed method in order to be tested in the experimental part of this thesis.

Chapter 4 describes experiments of keypoint matching. The comparison
framework focuses on testing several descriptors using textured and texture-
less images. The proposed method performs similar to the state of the art,
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showing comparable results in some cases and better in others. It is shown
that scaling changes in the images are better handled by the proposed descrip-
tor than any other type of image change.

The memory needs of a description method is an important matter that is
also addressed. We find two ways in the literature that are usually followed
to deal with memory consumption. It is either attempted to create very small
descriptor vectors or convert a descriptor to binary [76, 112, 19, 18]. Our idea
is that any descriptor can be binarized afterwards by exploiting a suitable
binarization formula. Consequently, we work on developing a new description
method that is able to encode visual information correctly while creating small
descriptor vectors.

We test our proposed method on the Affine Covariant Features benchmark
dataset and a set of textureless images that we collect from the MIRFLICKR
Retrieval Evaluation dataset. A small portion of the large set of image de-
scriptors is chosen for comparing and evaluating our proposed method. The
literature indicates the descriptors SIFT [84], SURF [9], ORB [112], BRISK [76],
FREAK [133], BRIEF [19] and NSD [18]. These descriptors are chosen because
they are either well established and widely used or very new. The results show
that our proposed method can compete with the rest of the descriptors with
vector length almost 5 times smaller than that of SIFT or even with a very tiny
vector of only 7 elements long for textureless images.

In chapter 5, we employ a shorter version of the proposed descriptor with
an Adaboost classifier in order to produce a detector for standing and walking
people (pedestrians). We use the well known INRIA Person dataset containing
images with pedestrians for our experiments and compare to a detector made
with the HOG descriptor [30]. The results show that our proposed descriptor
can perform similarly to HOG and be more than 8 times smaller in vector
length.

We test two versions of our descriptor, both introduced in chapter 3, and dis-
cuss on the results. The first version of the proposed descriptor uses samples
from the Gaussian pyramid (intensity values) for the computation of the Radial
Fourier Transform. The second version uses Laplacian values on samples from
the Gaussian pyramid for the computation of the Radial Fourier Transform.
The second version aims to increase the discrimination power of the descrip-
tor by using Laplacian values, as explained in chapter 3. Both versions have
the same detection rate as HOG but find more false positives. Considering that
the vector length of both versions of the proposed descriptor is significantly
smaller than the vector length of HOG, they are very suitable for applications
for which the detection rate is more important than the accuracy while the
computational and memory costs are limited.

In chapter 6, we use the proposed description method to detect reflection
symmetry in images. Symmetry is mostly defined by the shapes existing in
an image. The shapes that involve reflection symmetry have specific charac-
teristics that distinguish them from repeating patterns. Reflecting shapes have
to be sufficiently close and in the same time not overlapping while being the
one the mirror image of the other. A technique for reflection symmetry de-
tection has to be capable to distinguish between two patters/ shapes that are
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really symmetrical or simply similar. As the proposed method is able to cap-
ture shape and independently the orientation, it is suitable for experimenting
for this visual task.

We use the proposed descriptor to introduce a new technique for reflec-
tion symmetry detection. We provide formulas and constraints that fit to the
characteristics of the proposed descriptor and test it on the dataset provided
for reflection symmetry by the Symmetry Detection from Real World Images
Competition 2013 in IEEE CVPR2013. The performance comparison within this
framework showed interesting results.

Chapter 7 concludes with the best choices of parameters and discusses for
future development and perspectives of this method. Advices on the best pa-
rameters come from the results and the observations of the experimentations
in chapters 4, 5 and 6. Furthermore, based on general observations and the
capabilities of the Laplacian of Gaussian and the Fourier theory, we give guide-
lines for further research on the proposed descriptor. The chapter ends with a
personal point of view towards research on computer vision.

The proposed descriptor provides acceptable results in all the experiments in
this thesis. Although its performance is not the best among the sate of the art,
the proposed descriptor works for all tasks. The ability to perform reasonably
in all the experimental tasks is an attestation that a general purpose descriptor
can exist, though as expected its performance is modest.







DESCRIPTION DE L’IMAGE

Dans ce chapitre, nous passons en revue, en la structurant, la grande variété
de descripteurs d’images qui peuvent être trouvés dans l’état de l’art. Nous
discutons les approches principales pour la description d’images et leurs ob-
jectifs. En fonction de ces approches et objectifs, nous produisons un tableau
de classification et une taxinomie sous la forme d’un arbre pour l’ensemble
des descripteurs analysés. Nous utilisons la table et l’arbre pour tirer des con-
clusions sur les forces et les faiblesses des différentes méthodes. En fonction
de cette conclusion nous enonçons les objectifs de notre travail.



2
I M A G E D E S C R I P T I O N

2.1 what is an image descriptor?

Image description, as a part of computer vision, offers the methods and tools
to describe image signals, extracting information according to a purpose. Re-
search in the field started in the 60’s, at a time when available computational
power was measured in kilobytes and Kilocycles per second. Early image de-
scriptors were limited to thresholding or simple additions and subtractions of
pixel values due to the low computational power of computers at that time.

Image description methods may work with 2D images or may be generalized
to more dimensions to represent such things as depth, color or time. In this
thesis, we will concentrate on methods that work on 2D images.

Image descriptors describe properties of images, image regions or individual
image locations. These properties are typically called “features”. Most image Descriptors

descriptors are composed of vectors of real valued features, although features
may be binary, categorical, ordinal, integer-valued or real-valued. Image de-
scriptors can describe a specific position in an image, a region, or a popula-
tion of positions. Image descriptors that describe populations of positions are
said to be statistical or probabilistic. Feature values can correspond to values
of individual pixels, properties of regions such as size or orientation or sta-
tistical properties such as the frequency of occurrence of colors in a region.
Probabilistic methods may use Principal Component Analysis, Gaussian Mix-
ture Models, covariance matrices or other statistics [130, 106, 119] to describe
a collection of pixels or images. The method presented in this thesis extracts
individual numerical vectors with real valued features on specified locations
in an image.

Methods can be developed for general use for specific applications, such as
object recognition, or they can be developed for particular tasks, such as char-
acter recognition. In order to use a method to a different kind of applications,
the method usually requires important modifications.

In this chapter we review the large variety of image descriptors that can
be found in the state of the art. Section 2.2 discusses the different major ap-
proaches to image description. Section 2.3 introduces common objectives for
image description. Section 2.4 reviews existing approaches, following a gen-
eralized classification scheme. This leads to a table containing the reviewed
methods and a taxonomy in the format of a tree. From this we draw conclu-
sions on what can be achieved and what is missing in the state of the art.

In section 2.5 at the end of this chapter, we propose a new method that
combines two well known theories, the Laplacian of the image signal and the
Fourier Transform. This new method is experimentally compared to the state
of the art for three visual tasks in the following chapters.

15
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2.2 approaches to image description

2.2.1 Local vs global

Local description methods describe a specified neighborhood of an image or
on a small salient region in the image to create a feature vector. Global meth-
ods use most or all of the pixels of an image to produce a feature vector. In
some cases local features that are weekly discriminant can be collected over an
entire image to create a strongly discriminant global feature. Global descrip-
tors are usually used as parts of a system that involves learning and detection
of patterns.

Local methods work on defined local neighborhoods around specific loca-
tions in the image, the size of which varies according to the method. The
specified locations can be selected according to a saliency measurement. In
this case, the locations are known as keypoints or points of interest or salient
points, if they are only pairs of coordinates for single pixels, or salient regions,
when pixel neighborhoods are indicated. The specified locations though may
be alternatively determined using a-priori information.

Keypoints or salient regions are determined by detectors. It is useful to com-
bine descriptors with detectors that share a similar feature space. For example,
a detector that indicates edges using image gradients can be combined with a
descriptor based on gradients. The detector and the descriptor can share the
same Gaussian pyramid (explained in subsection 2.3.3) and the computed gra-
dients, resulting in less computational cost and time [84]. However, for many
applications the most effective detector does not necessarily rely on the same
feature space as the most effective descriptor.

Difference of Gaussians (DoG) is a popular method that can be easily com-
puted on image pyramids and widely used for multi-scale descriptors [26].
The FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Test) detector is a more recent
but also well know corner detector [111]. Other detectors, such as Harris de-
tector [48] or Canny detector [20], search for corners or edges. Salient regions
can be detected using the Harris-affine, the Hessian and the Hessian-affine
region detectors [90], the Harris-Laplace and Hessian-Laplace affine region de-
tectors [93] or the MSER (Maximally Stable Extremal Regions) detector [88].
Several other methods have been proposed [129, 62, 114] and the research in
this area is very active. Detection of keypoints and salient regions in images is
an important problem of computer vision on its own, so we will not explore
further.

2.2.2 Image intensity vs derivatives

Raw pixel intensities descriptors can be used to construct fast and inexpen-
sive image descriptors and often used for real time applications. The main
representative of this class in the Local Binary Patterns (LBP) descriptor [101].
LBP has extended the approach of using intensity comparison tests into a
simple scheme of image description using a binary comparison test for pixel
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intensities. Several descriptors have derived after this approach using intensity
comparison tests for either local or global image description [51, 123, 139]. In-
tensity based descriptors tend to be more insensitive to illumination changes
in images and less expensive compared to derivative based descriptors.

The gradient of the image is also very commonly used for local and global
image description. Edges and corners are region boundaries and well captured
with gradients. Also, the orientation of the gradient can provide a powerful
feature for discrimination. A few intensity based descriptors use gradients to
introduce orientation in their vectors [76, 133]. The Laplacian is less commonly
used despite its capacity to capture changes in the image signal in part because
of its sensitivity to noise. The first and second order partial derivatives in each
of the two dimensions x and y are very rarely used. The two major repre-
sentatives for this class are the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform descriptor
(SIFT) [84] and the Histograms of Oriented Gradients descriptor (HOG) [30].
It should be mentioned that the majority of local descriptors in the literature
use gradients. Derivative based descriptors tend to be invariant and more dis-
criminant though more expensive than intensity based descriptors.

2.2.3 Spectral methods

Spectral methods describe the Fourier frequencies of the signal. This approach
is commonly used for global descriptors as it makes it possible to collect impor-
tant image content information and ignore details (high frequencies). Global
descriptors that use spectra have very low computational cost and are highly
efficient for fast classification of very large datasets.

2.3 objectives of image description

We want image description methods that can decrypt visual signals but work
fast and be computationally inexpensive. The information that can be provided
to a visual system by an image descriptor is constrained by physical and com-
putational limitations. Even if the scene is constant, images may contain minor
variations due to rounding, digitization and photons noise. To be reliable, an
image descriptor must accommodate such noise.

Discrimination is the most common use of descriptors. Discrimination refers Discrimination
powerto the ability to chose. Some methods sacrifice efficiency for effective discrim-

ination. Unfortunately, the most effective methods often sacrifice invariance
for discrimination. There are appropriate learning techniques that can be com-
bined with low discriminative methods in order to boost discrimination such
as Adaboost [41], cascades of linear classifiers [138], Bag of Words (BoW). Non-
the-less, discriminality is the major objective for image description methods.

We can distinguish two qualities that descriptors should have, invariance
and robustness. Invariance for a description method is the property to remain Invariance

constant when the image undergoes some transformation. A descriptor may
be mathematically invariant to a parameter, or it may be made invariant by
normalization. In the first case, the descriptor is based on a function that is in-
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sensitive to changes. In the second case, orientation is estimated as a character-
istic value and the descriptor vector is normalized with that value. Invariance
can be distinguished from equivariance. Equivariance, or covariance, is theEquivariance

ability of a method to follow a change in an image and provide a description
that retains the same structure but “shifted” in some parameter along with the
change. Robustness is the ability to tolerate change. Invariance and equivari-Robustness

ance are typically the result of mathematical properties of the descriptor while
robustness can often be achieved by algorithmic methods. In the rest of this
section, invariance towards usual image changes, resistance to partial occlu-
sion and robustness are discussed in order to be able to annotate methods in
the next section.

2.3.1 Invariance to Orientation

Invariance to orientation provides an example of the possible approaches to in-
variance. A descriptor can be mathematically invariant to orientation or it may
be made invariant by normalization to an estimated orientation. For example,
the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) at location (x,y) on an image, ∇2Gσ(x,y), is
a function that does not involve orientation:

∇2Gσ(x,y) =
∂2Gσ(x,y)

∂x2
+
∂2Gσ(x,y)

∂y2
=
x2 + y2 − σ2

σ4
exp

−(x2 + y2)

2σ2
. (1)

Therefore, LoG is mathematically invariant to orientation.
An alternative is to normalize the descriptor to a local estimate of orientation.

The signal orientation in a pixel neighborhood is usually considered as the
direction from pixels with low intensities towards pixels with high intensities.
The image gradient at location (x,y) on an image, ∇(x,y), is defined as:

#»∇(x,y) =
[
∂(x,y)
∂x , ∂(x,y)

∂y

]
. (2)

The orientation of the gradient at (x,y) can be estimated as:

θ = tan−1(∆y\∆x). (3)

The estimated orientation can be used to normalize the gradient to the domi-
nant orientation

∇(x,y) = ∆x cos(θ) +∆y sin(θ). (4)

The image gradient needs to be normalized with θ in order to provide descrip-
tion that is invariant to orientation.

There are several ways to estimate orientation and use this estimate to
“rotate” the descriptor. An alternative to equation 4 is to translate the image
signal to polar or log-polar coordinates. [70, 77, 6]. Another way followed by
some binary descriptors is shifting the vector elements or counting the vector
element transitions between possible values [101].

Rotation between two images can be expressed with a transformation matrix
R:

RAtoB =

 cos(α) sin(α) 0

−sin(α) cos(α) 0

0 0 1

 (5)
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where α is the angle of rotation, A is the source image and B is the destina-
tion (rotated) image. Changes by rotation can significantly affect the quality of
the image signal. Because images are represented by a discrete grid, rotation
changes cause the resampling of the pixels. The resampling can cause the alter-
ation of the image pixel values. Rotations on exactly one, two or three quarters
of the circle are usually the easiest case to handle due to direct translation
of the image pixels’ position on the discrete grid of the image. Interpolation
is required for the other rotation angles. To overcome rotation changes, a de-
scription method must capture the appearance of a rotated pixel neighborhood
without being affected by the rotated coordinates of the pixels or their interpo-
lated values.

2.3.2 Invariance to Translation

Translation is the change of position of the image pixels. This image transfor-
mation can be expressed with a transformation matrix T :

TAtoB =

1 0 dx

0 1 dy

0 0 1

 (6)

where dx and dy are the change in the two image directions respectively, A is
the source image and B is the destination (translated) image.

A descriptor may be mathematically invariant to translation. For example,
the histogram of image intensities is not affected by translation as long as it is
taken within the limits of the image. For other descriptors the position on the
image is important. For example, local descriptors cannot use the same salient
locations after the image signal is translated. The salient locations need to be
normalized by the translation parameters dx and dy.

Translation changes are the most easily handled type of image changes with
current techniques. Given a small image neighborhood, translation can be seen
as simply changing the image position of this neighborhood without any in-
fluence to the pixel values. Descriptors can overcome the change in position
of points in the scene by working only on salient image positions and try to
match the same salient positions in different images, or by using a window
scanning method on every position of the image. Translation invariance is
coming assumed for most techniques.

2.3.3 Invariance to Scaling

Scale changes result from the change of the distance between the camera and
the scene or the objects in the scene. Unlike rotation and translation, there is
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no obvious image descriptor that is mathematically invariant to scale. Scale
change can expressed with a transformation matrix S:

SAtoB =

sx 0 0

0 sy 0

0 0 1

 (7)

where sx and sy is the scaling factors in the two directions of the image respec-
tively, A is the source image and B is the destination (scaled) image.

The scaling of an image to larger sizes stretches the image as well as adds
more details (high frequency information). Scaling to smaller sizes shrinks
the image and removes details. The challenge of handling scale changes is to
recognize the same region in the scene when it is presented with a different
amount of details in two images. A common approach to accommodate scale
change in information is to remove small details from the image signal and
retain more salient structures. By targeting salient structures in different scales,
the problem is reduced to matching coarse structure.

Scale invariant descriptors often use pyramidal image structures [28] to rep-
resent a scale space and extract their features. Scaling is directly relevant to
smoothing/ blurring as high frequencies are lost in both cases, therefore scale
invariant descriptors usually perform against smoothing/ blurring. As small
artifacts can be created in the image from bad scaling, Gaussian filtering is
commonly prefered for scaling as its smoothness avoids artifacts and allows
efficient interpolation.

Pyramids are an effective structure when the descriptors use derivatives,
because pyramids allow fast computation of derivatives as simple differences
of samples on adjacent levels. The preferred scale space is the logarithmic
because the ratio of scaling between two successive images remains constant.
The loss of a constant amount of information offers a more stable description
of the same point in a scene in different scales. The property of collecting
and allowing the matching of features in different image scales is named scale
invariance.

2.3.4 Invariance to Viewpoint / Affine transformations

Affine transformation can combine scale, rotation and translation transforma-
tions. The affine transformation between two images can be expressed with a
transformation matrix A:

AAtoB =

sx × cos(α) sin(α) dx

−sin(α) sy × cos(α) dy

0 0 1

 (8)

where α is the angle of rotation, dx and dy are the change in the two image
directions respectively, s is a scaling factor, A is the source image and B is the
destination (rotated) image.
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This is a hard case of image changes as the set of pixel values of a certain
transformed neighborhood can differ significantly from the original. The prob-
lem remains hard even after keeping only the most salient structures in an
image as they also have changed appearance and look different. The descrip-
tors have to overcome both the difference in pixel values and the change in the
geometry of shapes in the image.

There is no feature that known to be mathematically invariant to affine trans-
formations. An effective way to create affine invariant descriptors is to iter-
ate through possible templates (possible transformated images in regard to a
source image) and choose the template that fits the best to the transformed im-
age [96, 73]. The drawback with affine customized descriptors is that they have
to take into account several image views/ templates and are therefore compu-
tationally more expensive. A simple translation, scale and rotation invariant
descriptor with low computational cost can be an efficent low-cost alternative
instead of a fully affine invariant descriptor.

2.3.5 Invariance to Blur/ JPEG compression

Invariance to low resolution from blurring or image compression is relevant
to image scaling to smaller sizes. The similarity is that, in all three cases, high
frequencies are lost. The difference is that the images do not shrink after blur-
ring or JPEG compression, which makes the problem a sense a little easier
than scaling. As JPEG images are extremely usual and one of the most widely
used test datasets include this test case [91], it is common in the literature to
refer to it. The major problem of JPEG compression is the artifacts that are
created in the image due to the algorithm and cause false visual information
to appear. The similarity of blurring and image compression to scaling allows
scale invariant descriptors to be also well invariant for these two changes.

2.3.6 Invariance to Illumination

Illumination refers to photometric changes between images. This type of im-
age change causes the pixel intensity value to vary between darker and lighter
tones or even change color. For example, dark grey can look like light grey
with higher illumination, but in another case higher illumination could make
brown appear as yellow. While color is a strong discriminative cue, illumina-
tion changes can cause important misinterpretations. The two ways to deal
with illumination changes is to use features that are invariant to illumination
changes or to normalize the descriptor values to a selected space of possible
values in order to remove large variations.

Intensity based descriptors with ordinal or circular binning tend to be by
default invariant to illumination as they measure differences of intensity than
actual values [124]. Intensity based descriptors work most of the time better
against illumination changes than those based on derivatives or spectra.

Normalization for illumination changes is usually done at the final descrip-
tor vector with the L1 or L2-norm of the vector [30, 70]. Other ways to in-
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duce illumination invariance are to prepare the image before description with
gamma correction to enhance the local dynamic range of the image, high-pass
filtering to remove the influence of overall intensity gradients and contrast
equalization [123, 30].

2.3.7 Robustness

The manner robustness is induced in descriptors differs from that of invari-
ance. It is the capacity to handle successfully small amounts of the above image
changes as well as added noise. Robustness can be expressed in different ways
depending on the method’s usability. For a descriptor that describes small
pixel neighborhoods in order to find the same in another image, robustness
means to tolerate small viewpoint changes or noise [18]. For a method that
creates object templates, robustness means to be able to recognize the objects
even if they are partially occluded or their overlay or shape have changed [102].
Robustness cannot replace invariance but it surely rises the performance. The
advantage of robustness against invariance is that it allows smaller descriptor
vectors. While invariance searches for precise characteristics and needs long
descriptor vectors to well contain them, robustness aims to the most overall
appearance of the signal and to aims to encode it less strictly. Inducing robust-
ness is a better choice than invariance when the size of descriptor vectors is an
important matter.

Robustness is very important for partial occlusions often found in cluttered
scenes. Occlusions appear when shapes/ objects in the image scene overlap.
Also, an object can be partially occluded if it is not fully inside the image
scene. In order to overcome this problem, description methods have to be
able to describe shapes with as less information as possible while keeping
information for their structure. On way to deal with occlusions is creating de-
scriptors that are based on template matching schemes or encode in some
other way geometrical relationships among the edges/ curves/ corners of
shapes [144, 140, 73, 127]. The other way is to create robust descriptors that
are not dramatically affected by small occlusions [11, 30].

2.3.8 How to address these objectives?

A useful lesson taken from this section is that we can assure invariance to cer-
tain image transformation mathematically and avoid additional normalization
for them. For an efficient and inexpensive descriptor especially, this approach
is very meaningful. Though, not all types of invariance can be addressed si-
multaneously by one theoretical approach. It is wise to select a theoretical
approach or to combine theoretical approaches that address one type of invari-
ance. For example, we can create a descriptor that is mathematically invariant
to rotation by using LoG. Afterwards, a descriptor can be further normalized
to become robust to other image transformations. For example, the descrip-
tor with LoG can be made invariant to illumination by normalizing the vector
with the L2-norm. A good manner to create an efficient descriptor is to address
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Image descriptors

Local (using small areas
around salient locations)

Global (using large
regions/entire image)

Laplacian/2nd

deriv. based
Gradient/1st

deriv. based
Intensity

based
Spectrum

based
Gradient/1st

deriv. based
Laplacian/2nd

deriv. based
Intensity

based
Spectrum

based

Figure 1: The tree of image description. This tree shows the distinction of descriptors
that is made in this thesis in order to organize the state of the art.

mathematically objectives that are costly to achieve otherwise and use normal-
izing for those objectives that are less expensive or can be only achieved this
way.

2.4 a taxonomy of descriptors

In this section we review existing descriptors by classifying them in subcate-
gories according to the extent of the area they exploit, the type of the math-
ematical basis they use and their capabilities as well as their applications, as
illustrated in figure 1. We use the term feature vector in order to refer to the
final descriptor vector that a method produces. The feature vector can have
thousands of elements or just a few elements depending on the used method.
First, we briefly visit the methods to learn how they work. At the beginning
of each subsection that contain many descriptors, we present first those de-
scriptors that are important for the following chapters of this thesis where the
experiments are presented. Next, we set up a classification table on descriptor
characteristics and a taxonomy tree with the usability of theoretical approaches
towards substandard vision applications and the relevant derived descriptors.
The revision of existing methods lead us to the proposition of a new approach.

The descriptors presented in this chapter include well established descrip-
tors that still compete in the state of the art as well as recently proposed de-
scriptors. Other description methods exist, but it is unnecessary to compare
every one of them, as many provide performance characteristics that are infe-
rior to the state of the art. The following classification aims to show the state
of the art that is valuable for future research in the field.

The first step for reviewing the descriptors separates descriptors in local
and global. The separation is made regarding their support area, as defined
by the size of the neighborhood that these methods exploit in order to create
meaningful descriptor vectors. Classification

scheme for the
existing descriptors.

The second step for the classification of the reviewed methods concerns their
theoretical bases. As we show, the same mathematical bases can be used for
both local and global description methods but within different schemes. We
set four different descriptor classes at this point: a) intensity based methods
that use sums, differences or statistics of pixel values, b) gradient or 1st order
(partial) derivative based methods that exploit the changes in the image signal,
c) Laplacian or 2nd order (partial) derivative based methods that exploit the
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extrema in the image signal and d) spectrum based methods that rely on the
frequencies of an image. The approach used in a method directly depends on
the type of information that an application requests from the method.

For the large variety of descriptor presented in this chapter, we select a rep-
resentative sample of them and use them in chapters 4, 5 and 6 for the exper-
imental comparison with the proposed descriptor. These selected descriptors
are indicated in the next subsections by the side-comments that refer to the
chapter in which they are used for the experiments.

The outcome of the descriptors’ classification is the creation of families of
descriptors sharing similar qualities and scopes. The grouping of description
methods can be made in many ways. For the aims of this work, the group-
ing of descriptors have been made with the classification table for descriptor
characteristics and the taxonomy tree by substandard applications.

2.4.1 Local descriptors

2.4.1.1 Intensity based local descriptors

BRISK. Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints descriptor (BRISK) [76]
uses keypoints on a scale space and creates binary feature vectors by con-
catenating the results of simple brightness comparison tests. The scale-spaceBRISK is used in

the experiments of
chapter 4.

pyramid layers of BRISK consist of n octaves ci and n intra-octaves di, for
i = 0, 1, ...,n− 1 and typically n = 4. The octaves are formed by progressively
half-sampling the original image. Samples for the tests are taken onN locations
equally spaced on concentric circles around a keypoint. Gaussian smoothing
with progressively larger σ, relevant to the distance between the points on the
respective circle, is applied on each concentric circle. The sampling pattern is
applied rotated according to the estimated orientation of the keypoint. Figure 2

shows the resampling pattern of BRISK. Though BRISK is intensity based, it
uses gradients to compute orientation.

FREAK. Fast Retina Keypoint descriptor (FREAK) [133] computes a cascade
of binary strings with the use of local binary tests on image intensities at
keypoints that are extracted on multiple scales by a multiscale detector. TakenFREAK is used in

the experiments of
chapter 4.

a pair P of two compared samples, the binary test T(P) is defined as:

T(P) =

1, if (I(P1) − I(P2) > 0;

0, otherwise
(9)

where I(Px) is the intensity of a sample and P1 and P2 are the two samples of
the pair P. A subset of 512 binary tests are kept from all possible local binary
tests in order to be used in the final descriptor vector. The sampling around
keypoints is performed in a circular pattern that mimics the topology of the
human retina, i.e. concentric rings smoothened with Gaussian filters with σ
relevant to their distance from the center. Orientation is computed on selected
pairs of samples. Figure 3 shows the resampling pattern of BRISK. FREAK is
intensity based binary descriptor but uses gradients to compute orientation.
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Figure 2: The BRISK sampling pattern. The small blue circles denote the sampling
locations and the red dashed circles have a radius relevant to the σ of the
Gaussian kernel used for smoothing around the sampling locations. Image
taken from [76].

Figure 3: Illustration of the FREAK sampling pattern, which is similar to the retinal
ganglion cells distribution and their corresponding receptive fields. Each
circle represents a receptive field where the image is smoothed with a corre-
sponding Gaussian kernel. Image taken from [133].
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BRIEF. Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features descriptor (BRIEF) [19]
is a fast binary descriptor that works on the basis of a relatively small number
of pairwise intensity comparisons. A patch p is firstly defined and smoothed.BRIEF is used in

the experiments of
chapter 4.

Then, pairwise tests are performed on pixel intensities at specified locations.
A binary test T(p) for BRIEF on patch p of size S× S is defined as:

T(p; x,y) =

1, if (p(x) < p(y);

0, otherwise
(10)

where p(x) is the pixel intensity in a smoothed version of p at x = (u, v)T .
Choosing a set of nd (x,y)-location pairs of pixels uniquely defines a set of
binary tests. The resulting BRIEF feature vector consists of either 128, 256 or
512 bits that can be stored using 16, 32 or 64 bytes, each bit encoding the result
of one of the pairwise tests. This descriptor is an example of compact binary
image description.

ORB. The rotation invariant version of BRIEF is the Oriented (keypoints)
and Rotated BRIEF descriptor (ORB) [112]. ORB uses a measure named inten-ORB is used in the

experiments of
chapter 4.

sity centroid which assumes that the intensity of a keypoint is an offset from
its center, and this vector may be used to compute an orientation θ. A patch
is defined around a keypoint and pairwise tests are performed on pixel inten-
sities at specified locations, in the same way as for BRIEF. Then, the BRIEF
features are normalized using the estimated orientation of the keypoint.This is
done by defining for a set of n binary tests at location (xi,yi), a 2×n matrix S.
Using the orientation θ, S is steered and becomes Sθ. So the BRIEF operations
are turned into steered BRIEF operations for the ORB as:

gn(p, θ) := fn(p)|(xi,yi) ∈ Sθ (11)

ORB uses a variation of FAST [111] keypoints that respect orientation and are
calculated in multiple scales. The dimensionality of ORB is the same as for
BRIEF.

CS-LBP and CS-LTP. Center-Symmetric LBP (CS-LBP) [51] are a version of
LBP (Local Binary Patterns, presented in section 2.4.2.1) for keypoint descrip-
tion. This method actually combines the desirable properties of the SIFT and
LBP into one description method. In detail, the LBP is modified such that
around a central pixel, neighboring pixels that are opposite to each other are
compared in order to generate a binary vector (center-symmetric pairs com-
parison). A patch is defined around a detected keypoint and it is divided into
cells. For each cell, a CS-LBP histogram is built, using the CS-LBP features col-
lected on the pixels of the cell. The final descriptor vector is the combination
of the cell histograms. Similarly to CS-LBP, LTP (section 2.4.2.1) can be inte-
grated to Center-Symmetric LTP (CS-LTP) and further to Histogram of Relative
Intensities CS-LTP (HRI-CSLTP) [46] for keypoint matching.

Ferns. Ferns are sets [106] of binary tests on pixel intensities defined on
neighborhoods around specified pixel locations. The locations of the tests in
the neighborhood are arbitrary so the feature vector represents the structure
of the neighborhood it describes.
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GIH. Geodesic-Intensity Histogram descriptor (GIH) [79] is a deformation
invariant binary descriptor. GIH uses the geodesic distance measure to collect
samples around a keypoint. Then the intensity values of the samples is used
to create a histogram which remains unaffected by important affine changes
of the image signal.

LIOP. Local Intensity Order Patterns (LIOP) [139] are another version of LBP
(section 2.4.2.1) for local description. Affine salient regions are collected with
an affine covariant region detector and these are normalized to become disk
regions. Disks are divided into subregions (ordinal bins) based on intensity
orders. For each pixel in a subregion, a LIOP feature is constructed by measur-
ing intensities of pixels sampled on a circle. To obtain rotation invariance, the
surrounding pixels are sampled on the circle starting from the direction de-
fined from the center of the region towards the used central pixel. Each LIOP
is weighted to achieve robustness to noise. The collected intensities around the
central pixel are sorted into a small vector. This small sorted vector is given an
index according to a pre-defined index table. The index number corresponds
to a binary string. All LIOP features of a subregion are first accumulated to-
gether, using the index table, into a subregion histogram. The histograms of
the subregions are concatenated to the final region descriptor.

MRRID. Multisupport Region Rotation and Intensity Monotonic Invariant
Descriptor (MRRID) [32] divides a given normalized support region into sev-
eral rings and computes local intensity features at sample points in each ring.
The samples are collected on a local xy coordinate system defined by a given
keypoint and one of the samples. The same method can be used with gradi-
ent values instead of intensities and it is then known as Multisupport Region
Order-Based Gradient Histogram (MROGH), presented in section 2.4.1.2. The
configuration of MRRID feature vectors allows them to be binary by default.

OSID. Ordinal Spatial Intensity Distribution descriptor (OSID) [124] con-
structs a 2D histogram where the pixel intensities are binned in the ordinal
space as well as in the spatial space. OSID is fully invariant to illumination
changes.

Self-similarity descriptor. The Self-similarity descriptor [120] creates a cor-
relation surface around a keypoint by correlating a small pixel neighborhood
with a larger one, both centered on the keypoint. The correlation surface is
then transformed into a binned log-polar representation to give a vector of 182

elements. These features are then attributed with geometrical relationships in
order to create global ensembles of local descriptors. Every ensemble is an
object template.

SILT. Scale-Invariant Line Transform descriptor (SILT) [65] detects line seg-
ments on a scale space.Each line segment is encoded as differences of boxes
using integral images [138] over a surrounding local neighborhood. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is further used for dimensionality reduction. The
line matching is performed by the Manhattan distance.

Spin Images. A spin image is a descriptor feature vector for surface match-
ing in 3D images [59]. It creates 3D oriented points on a polygonal mesh with
vertices, using the positions and surface normals of those vertices. The position
and the normal of each vertex define a local cylindrical coordinate system. This
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local coordinate system is used to express the surrounding surface neighbor-
hood into a 2D binned map using a defined projection function. Spin images
were introduced for 3D object recognition by 3D keypoint matching (vertices
positions). The parameters of this descriptor are adjustable to the needs of dif-
ferent applications. The matching of spin images is performed by computing
the correlation coefficient between two spin images.

SYMD. This descriptor is developed for extracting local features from im-
ages of architectural scenes. Its name is given by the exploitation of local
symmetries in the image which are considered as salient for matching, hence
SYMmetry Descriptor (SYMD) [49]. A measure of local symmetry is used, based
on analyzing image differences across symmetry axes. This measure is densely
computed on different scales on an image and image patches are scored accord-
ing the quantity of horizontal, vertical, and rotational symmetry computed.
The patches with the highest scores, which contain patterns with some kind
of symmetry, are collected as good candidates for matching. The measure for
scoring the patches can be computed using either pixel intensities or gradients.
For each collected patch, symmetry is measured based on pixel intensities on
a grid of 20 angular cells and 4 radial cells resulting in a 240-dimensional
descriptor vector.

2.4.1.2 Gradient or first order partial derivative based local descriptors

SIFT. The Scale-Invariant Feature Transform descriptor (SIFT) [84] uses lo-
cal histograms of the orientation of image derivatives over a grid of small
windows to provide image description on a logarithmic scale space. The log-SIFT is used in the

experiments of
chapters 4 and 6.

arithmic scale space of SIFT is created by a Gaussian pyramid algorithm. In
the original paper of SIFT, this pyramid is created by Gaussian filtering using
σ =
√
2 and a resampling step of 1.5 samples in each direction. Salient points

are collected as extrema using the DOG method on the pyramid. After locating
a keypoint on a particular scale (a level on the pyramid), the local gradients
are extracted. One or more orientations are assigned to the keypoint based on
these gradients, which will be used to make the extracted descriptor invariant
to rotation. All future operations are made relative to the assigned keypoint
orientation(s). A Gaussian smoothening takes place in order to give priority to
the gradients that are closer to the keypoint. Then, the gradient orientations
are computed. A local histogram of the orientation of the local neighborhood
can be built by the weighted orientations using 36 bins. The 36 bins cover the
360 degree range of rotations. The main orientation(s) is the peak in this his-
togram of local orientations. Then, with the same precomputed gradients and
their orientations, a grid of local orientation histograms can be created around
the keypoint. This grid of histograms is the descriptor vector. The histograms
of orientations in the grid are “rotated” to match the main orientation found
before. This is done by simply subtracting the main orientation. For a keypoint
with more than one main orientations, we can have one different descriptor for
each of the keypoint’s main orientations. This first algorithm of SIFT uses two
adjacent scales that are different by one octave to compute feature vectors of
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160 elements. In the first scale it computes orientation histograms on a 4× 4
grid and in the next scale on a a 2× 2 grid. Considering 8 bin orientation his-
tograms, the final descriptor vector has (8× 4× 4)+ (8× 2× 2) = 160 elements.

Figure 4: Examples of SIFT descriptors on images created with the VLFeat li-
brary [135] implementation. Images taken from the INRIA Person dataset.
The green square structure shows the grid of cells used for SIFT with the
most important gradient orientations shown with small green arrows in the
center of each cell. The yellow circle with the line in the middle of the green
grid indicates the major orientation of the whole final descriptor computed
from the green grid.

In the more recent version of SIFT [83], the Gaussian pyramid is created us-
ing octaves of scales, each octave ending with the doubling of the scale factor
σ, but with a number of more intermediate scales in an octave. The number
of interval scales in an octave is variable. The image is rescaled only after a
full octave. The created pyramid is denser and allows more scales to be exam-
ined. Again, the main orientation is the peak in a histogram of local gradient
orientations. This SIFT algorithm computes a descriptor on only one scale and
works efficiently with 4× 4 grids of cells, with each cell having 8 orientation
bins. Therefore, it gives 4× 4× 8 = 128 elements per descriptor vector. This
particular SIFT algorithm is very efficient and has been widely used. Figure 4

shows examples of detected SIFT keypoints in an image surrounded by the
grid of bins.

SIFT, though old, is still competing in the state of the art today. The theory
of SIFT with its numerous variations has dominated the field due to its high
performance. In [91] is shown that SIFT and SIFT-like descriptors performed
the best for both recall and repeatability.

NSD. Nested Shape Descriptors (NSD) [18] are constructed by pooling ori-
ented gradients over a geometric structure of successively larger nested cir-
cles. This nested correlation structure resemble overlapping Hawaiian earrings NSD is used in the

experiments of
chapter 4.
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around a keypoint and enables a robust local distance function called the nest-
ing distance. The construction of NSD can be easily made with an image pyra-
mid. NSD using the nesting distance metric can select the best of the nested
circles (supports), so the best support area. Figure 5 is a demonstration of the
manner NSD features are computed around keypoints in images. NSD can be

Figure 5: The NSD procedure for viewpoint and scale changes. Left: Viewpoint
changes for long and thin foreground structures are difficult for grid de-
scriptors due to the changes in the background. NSD selects the subset of
supports that cover the foreground and have the correct scale to allow back-
ground variations. Right: Scale changes are problematic for non-invariant to
scale grid descriptors due to changes in local support. NSD uses a subset
of both large and small scale supports, ignoring intermediate scale supports
that do not provide proper description. Image taken from [18].

binarized by computing the sign of the oriented gradients computed in the
defined support area. The function D for the binarization of NSD is:

D(i, j,k) =

1, ifd(i, j,k) > 0

0, otherwise
(12)

where d(i, j,k) is the descriptor for orientation i, lobe of Hawaiian earring
j and lobe scale k. As the original nested structure is too dense, NSD can
be created considering a substructure named the seed of life (SOL). SOL is
generally formed using Hawaiian earrings with n-fold rotational symmetry.
The advantage of NSD against usual grid descriptors is that it can have a large
support region in the image best fitted to each described keypoint.

ASIFT or Affine-SIFT. Affine-SIFT (ASIFT) [96] is a fully affine invariant SIFT-
like descriptor. SIFT is by default invariant to scaling, rotation and translation
but not to affine transformations. ASIFT takes into consideration the angles
defining the camera axis orientation. It applies a dense set of image transla-
tions, rotations, and camera zooms to two compared images. Then, it uses
SIFT to match each artificial image from the first image to each created one
from the second image. ASIFT is able to identify features that have undergone
very large affine distortions but has twice the complexity of SIFT.
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BOLD. The Bunch Of Lines Descriptor (BOLD) [127] is an edge based recog-
nition method for textureless objects developed for indoor robotic systems.
Many objects to be observed by an indoor robot have no important texture
information on their surfaces, such as refrigerators and microwave ovens, but
have strong geometrical consistency within the same object class. BOLD uses
pairwise line segments with geometric relationships between them. Line seg-
ments are found as edges detected within a logarithmic scale space. BOLD
performs edge matching between an input image and a set of training images
and retrieves the best matched training images. Then, the Generalized Hough
Transform is used to find the most consistent subset of edge correspondences
and the object pose is computed through a Least-Square Estimation of the
required transformation (for example similarity or homography).

CARD. Compact And Real-time Descriptors (CARD) method [6] is based
on lookup tables for extracting histograms of oriented gradients. Keypoints
are extracted on an image pyramid by a corner detector. CARD applies a log-
polar binning pattern rotated by the dominant orientation. The elements of the
obtained vectors are then quantized according to a lookup table. Finally, the
vectors are converted to short binary codes by a technique named learning-
based sparse hashing.

Colour Contour Frames. The Colour Contour Frames descriptor [38] cre-
ates similarity invariant texture patches defined around contour segments. The
method detects color edges and their orientations and use them to create line
and ellipse segments. The color edges are computed on the three image chan-
nels with the Canny detector [20] and their orientation with the double angle
representation method [45]. For each line or ellipse segment, a similarity in-
variant frame is defined and a gradient patch is extracted using the invariant
frame.

CHOG. Compressed Histogram of Oriented Gradients (CHOG) [23] uses his-
tograms of gradients very compactly but still efficiently for matching. First,
a histogram-of-gradients based descriptor is computed on a window around
a keypoint. Orientation is set to the direction of the most dominant gradient.
Vector Quantization (VQ) of the gradient distribution is performed on a grid
that is not necessarily made with rows and columns of cells. The best grid
has a cross-like shape. This descriptor is named Uncompressed HOG (UHOG).
Then, trees are used in order to reduce a UHOG feature vector to a binary fea-
ture vector with respect to the distribution of the UHOG. The final compressed
descriptor is the CHOG.

CSIFT or Color-SIFT. Color based SIFT [16] uses three color components
taken from a linear transformation of the three RGB channels of an image. One
component represents intensity and the other two are chromatic components.
Color-SIFT (CSIFT) performs well under illumination changes due to shadow,
shading and highlights. It generally more discriminative than the original gray-
level SIFT but it is less invariant.

There are many more variants of SIFT that use different color information.
These variants show similar performance to CSIFT. An example is PI-SIFT [108]
that creates features on a scale space that are partially invariant to photometric
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variations. MSIFT [15] uses the RGB color channels and near-infrared (NIR).
In [132], there is a list of more SIFT color variants analyzed and compared.

DAISY. DAISY is a SIFT-like multi-scale local descriptor that computes
Gaussian gradients on concentric rings of different radius around a keypoint [126].
The sigma of the Gaussian filter used at each ring is relevant to the radius of
the ring, giving a scaled version of the image neighborhood on the respective
ring. The name derives from the look of the multi-scale pattern of the exploited
image neighborhood projected on the original image.

GLOH. Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram descriptor (GLOH) [91]
extends the theory of SIFT by using more spatial regions for the gradient his-
tograms on a log-polar location grid. The log-polar grid has three bins in radial
direction (the radius set to 6, 11, and 15) and 8 in angular direction. SIFT is
computed in each bin. The higher dimensionality of the descriptor is reduced
from 272 to 64 dimensions through PCA.

HALCON template matching tool. The shape-based matching tool of the
HALCON library [144] is an edge based template matching description method.
First, a salient region is determined to create a model. Then the matching and
locating of an object is achieved by using an affine transform. This method can
find objects even with a single template image and localize objects with good
accuracy in real-time.

KAZE and A-KAZE. KAZE descriptor (the word means wind in Japanese)
(KAZE) [4] is another SIFT inspired descriptor. It creates a logarithmic scale
space using Additive Operator Splitting (AOS) techniques for nonlinear diffu-
sion filtering that keeps edges unaffected. KAZE computes first order deriva-
tives over a 24× 24 grid and finds the dominant orientation. Then all samples
in the grid are rotated and again first derivatives are calculated according to
the dominant orientation. A faster version of KAZE is Accelerated KAZE (A-

KAZE) [5]. For A-KAZE, a new mathematical framework called Fast Explicit
Diffusion (FED) is introduced, which speeds up dramatically feature detection
in nonlinear scale spaces.

MROGH. Multisupport Region Order-Based Gradient Histogram descriptor
(MROGH) [32] divides a given normalized support region into several rings and
computes local gradient features at sample points in each ring. The samples
are collected on a local xy coordinate system defined by the keypoint and
one of the samples. The same method can be used with intensities instead of
gradients and it is then known as Multisupport Region Rotation and Inten-
sity Monotonic Invariant Descriptor (MRRID), presented in section 2.4.1.1. In
comparison with MRRID, an MROGH feature vector is not binary by default.

MSLD. The Mean-Standard deviation Line Descriptor (MSLD) [140] is a ro-
bust multi-scale line matching algorithm. First, edges are extracted on the im-
age in order to compose line segments. MSLD uses a support area around a
line segment where it extracts gradients. The support area is defined by subre-
gions and a grid over each subregion. The gradients are collected separately for
each subregion. Then, the gradient orientations are aligned relative to the over-
all orientation of the line. This is a similar procedure to SIFT but extended for
line segments. The gradients taken at each subregion are stacked in a matrix.
As the size of this matrix is variable depending on the line length, MSLD uses
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a combination of the mean and standard deviation to reduce the descriptor
to a particular size. Hence, the mean vector and the standard deviation vector
of matrix column vectors are computed. Then the two vectors are respectively
normalized with the unit norm and concatenated into the final descriptor vec-
tor. The subregion size and the subregion grid size are variable and must be
set at the beginning. The concept of MSLD can be extended for curves by the
Mean-Standard deviation Curve Descriptor (MSCD).

PCA-SIFT. This is a variant of SIFT with reduced dimensions [64]. PCA-
SIFT uses gradients over a 39 × 39 image region. The extracted vector has
3042 elements. Therefore PCA is used to reduce the elements to 36. The small
dimensionality of PCA-SIFT requires less storage memory and results to a
faster matching, though its performance is slightly less good than SIFT.

PD. Patch Duplets descriptor (PD) [58] are pairwise descriptor combining
keypoints into pairs. The descriptor feature is a pair of patches, each patch
centered around on a keypoint. The keypoints are extracted on a local ori-
entation image. This image is computed with the double angle representation
method [45]. The patch orientation is determined by the relative location of the
two keypoints and the patch size is relevant to the distance between the two
keypoints. The pairs are determined by geometrical and perceptual constraints.
For each patch, 16 samples are collected at a 4× 4 grid on the orientation im-
age, giving 32 complex valued samples for a duplet. The values are reduced
to 16 per duplet by PCA.

RIFF. Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) systems rely on real time tracking
and recognition. Rotation-Invariant Fast Features descriptor (RIFF) [122] is a
fast local descriptor that exploits the Radial Gradient Transform (RGT) to col-
lect rotation invariant gradients over a grid of Voronoi cells at radius 20 pixels
around a keypoint. RIFF does not outperform the state of the art but works
efficiently enough with lower computational cost.

RIFT. Rotation Invariant Feature Transform descriptor (RIFT) [75] is a more
efficiently rotation invariant version of SIFT. First, the keypoints used for this
descriptor are attributed with an orientation determined by their unit normal
vector. The position and orientation of the samples collected around each key-
point is measured relative to a neighborhood determined coordinate system,
rather than the true or world coordinate system. RIFT collects samples on a cir-
cular neighborhood around a keypoint divided into concentric rings of equal
width. A gradient orientation histogram is computed from each ring. Orienta-
tion is measured relative to the direction pointing outward from the center in
order to induce rotation invariance.

Shape Context. The idea behind this descriptor is to match one point on
an shape with the best matching point on a second shape. Shape Context [11]
describes shape around a keypoint by computing edges on an images and
then collecting edge values at coordinates on a log-polar grid of bins around
the keypoint. A feature vector of shape context expresses the configuration of
the entire shape relative to a reference point (keypoint).

SIFT-GC. SIFT using Global Context (SIFT-GC) is a version of SIFT that con-
siders the global context of the image [97] for more efficient keypoint matching.
The SIFT feature vector is combined with a 60 element long vector of Global
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Context (GC). This second vector is a histogram collected on a log-polar grid
that extends over a large portion of the image.

SYM-FISH. SYMmetric-aware Flip Invariant Sketch Histogram descriptor
(SYM-FISH) [21] is a reflection invariant version of the Shape Context descriptor
that involves symmetry relationships between features. First, Shape Context
features are extracted and they are rotated according to a dominant orientation
depending on the two denser bins of the feature. This are the FISH features.
Then, a symmetry table is used to keep symmetry relationships among visual
words encoded with FISH and that characterize an object (sketch). Symmetry
is measured densely using the kurtosis coefficient [7] for every 10◦ of rotation
of the sketched image. The resulting 36-dimension vector of scores indicates
the possible symmetry axes existing in the sketched image and symmetry re-
lationships between visual words are attributed based on this vector.

2.4.1.3 Laplacian based local descriptors

SURF. Speeded Up Robust Features descriptor (SURF) [9] is a SIFT inspired
local descriptor. SURF utilizes sums of 2D Haar wavelet responses (section 2.4.2.1)SURF is used in the

experiments of
chapter 4.

in order to approximate first and second order partial Gaussian derivatives.
First, orientation is extracted from a circular region around each keypoint.
Then, a square region aligned to this orientation is taken around the keypoint,
and the approximated second order Gaussian derivatives are computed. The
size of the square region depends on the scale of the keypoint. SURF is a lot
faster and more robust than SIFT though slightly less invariant to rotation and
illumination changes. SURF uses an integer approximation of the Hessian de-
terminant for keypoint detection on different scales. Figure 6 gives an intuition
about the image description made with SURF.

Figure 6: Left: Detected salient points for SURF. Hessian-based detectors find blobs.
Middle: Haar wavelet types used for SURF. Right: SURF descriptors on an
image at different scales and with the relevant orientations. Image taken
from [9].

2.4.1.4 Spectrum based local descriptors

SID. The Scale Invariant Descriptor (SID) [70] starts with log-polar sampling
on a set of image scales around keypoints and then obtains the local amplitude,
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orientation and phase measurements of a 2D signal by the use the Monogenic
signal [35] and the Fourier Transform Modulus [22]. The L1-norm is used for
further normalization. SID shows invariance to scale, rotation and illumina-
tion.

2.4.2 Global descriptors

2.4.2.1 Intensity based global descriptors

CENTRIST. This scene recognition descriptor models the distribution of local
structures in an image while suppressing textural information [142]. CENsus
TRansform hISTogram descriptor (CENTRIST) is easily implemented and works
very fast. The key element is the Census transform that compares the intensity
value of a pixel with its 8 neighboring pixels. The resulting descriptor is a
holistic representation that resembles a sketched copy of the original image.

CMD. Covariance Matrix Descriptors (CMD) [130] are features based on the
covariance matrices in image regions. The covariance matrix is basically made
on pixel intensities but it can be combined with color, gradients, Laplacians
or other filter responses to increase discriminality. The computation of the
covariance matrix is easy due to the use of integral images. This is a texture
descriptor but can also work robustly for object detection.

Eigenfaces. Eigenvectors can be used to encode important signal informa-
tion. Eigenfaces are a description method that uses PCA to encode facial
characteristics for detection and recognition [128]. Each computed eigenvector,
when displayed in 2D, looks like a sketch of a face, thus called Eigenface. The
Eigenfaces are considered as features that characterize the variation between
face images, such as that a face can be represented as a linear combination of
the Eigenfaces.

FAsT-Match. Fast Affine Template Matching descriptor (FAsT-Match) algo-
rithm [73] performs fast template matching under 2D affine transformations
by minimizing the Sum-of-Absolute-Differences (SAD) error measure. FAst-
Match considers an image as the template and search for this template in
another image. The idea is that the difference in the affine transformations of
two images with similar content can be approximated by inspecting only a
small fraction of pixels from the two images. Then, the SAD error can be used
to evaluate this estimation. The template is a set of intensities that are mapped
on the target image.

Fisherfaces. A relative approach to Eigenfaces for face detection and recogni-
tion is Fisherfaces [10]. Instead of PCA, Fisherfaces are extracted with Fisher’s
Linear Discriminant (FLD) [36]. Fisherfaces perform well for large variations in
lighting and take into account facial expressions. The basis vectors (eigenvec-
tors) of FLD, when displayed in 2D, look like faces curved on a surface, hence
Fisherfaces. Every face image can be represented as a linear combination of
Fisherfaces.

Grid shape descriptors. These type of descriptors project shapes onto a grid
of fixed size and interpret the contour of the shape into a binary sequence [86].
This sequence can be easily stored in a small row of of bits. Though charac-
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terized by low complexity, these descriptors suffer from low discrimination
power.

Haar wavelets. Haar features [107] are widely used for detecting people,
faces and other visual classes. These features resemble differences of boxes
and can be easily computed at very low computational cost using integral
images. Because Haar features are based on sums of pixels over rectangular
regions, they can be unstable when used to detect forms that are not aligned
with the rows and columns of the image. Nonetheless, they are widely used for
detecting visual classes in real time applications due to their fast computation.

Moments. Some theoretical approaches for shape representation propose al-
gebraic functions that encode shape attributes in mathematical values [53, 66,
37]. Moments are weighted averages of pixel intensities. These description ap-
proaches search for shapes by examining the amount of particular types of
meaningful geometrical relationships in the image signal. Several theoretical
approaches are exploited to introduce such functions, such as the Fourier The-
ory, derivatives and orthogonal polynomials. The resulting function are used
to measure image properties as the centroid (center of gravity), the major and
minor axes, the eccentricity, etc. Moments are very basic descriptors but work
very fast and well for not complicated shapes in images.

LBP. Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [101] and their many variants have proven
to be a very powerful descriptor. Their predecessor, the Texture Unit [50], is de-
fined on a 3× 3 neighborhood. In this neighborhood, a function is comparing
the central pixel intensity with the other eight pixels and the output is three
possible values per compared pair: lower, equal, higher (0, 1, 2). A frequency
function of all the Texture Units of an image gives the image Texture Spectrum.
LBP reduces the theory of Texture Unit to binary: the output of the compari-
son function can have only two possible values, lower or higher (0, 1) [100]. In
a more recent version, the comparison is made with a number of pixels on a
circle around a central point with variable radius [101] and has possible values
lower or higher-equal (0, 1). Rotation invariance can be simply imposed by
rotating the binary vector of comparison values until it starts with 0. Another
way to induce rotation invariance is to count the transitions between 0 and
1 (uniform patterns). LBP with invariance to contrast can be made by using
the local pixel variance. LBP can be averaged over larger regions in order to
achieve a generalized image description. This approach separates an image
into a grid of cells. In each cell, every pixel is used as the central pixel around
which the comparison function works on its respective neighbors. After using
all the pixels of the cell as central pixels, a histogram of this cell is created.
The histogram in a particular cell shows which neighbors tend to be higher in
intensity than their central pixel and which lower.

Soft histograms for LBP (SLBP) [3] increase the robustness of LBP using
fuzzy comparison function, with soft margins (fuzzy membership functions)
instead of a decision threshold, for improved texture recognition. Adaptive
Soft Histogram Local Binary Patterns (ASLBP) [145] is a variation of SLBP
for face recognition based on adaptively learning the soft margin of decision
boundaries.
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CBP. Centralized Binary Patterns (CBP) [42] for facial expression recognition
is another variant better adjusted for noisy images. CBP extend the comparison
function to consider both the central pixel’s intensity with respect to the rel-
evant surrounding sampled pixels as well intensity differences between these
surrounding sampled pixels that exist symmetrically to each other considering
the center.

LTP. An illumination invariant extension of LBP for face recognition is the
Local Ternary Patterns (LTP) [123]. The support region of LTP is the eight clos-
est neighbors of the central pixel. Before feature extraction, the face image
undergoes gamma correction, high-pass filtering, masking to remove unneces-
sary image regions and contrast equalization. The comparison function of LTP
can take three possible values, lower, equal and higher (-1, 0, 1). Therefore, the
preliminary LTP feature is a vector composed by elements with three possible
values. The LTP is split into two LBP features, named the negative and posi-
tive LBP features. Each one encodes either the negative and equal values (-1, 0)
with 1 and 0 or the positive and equal values (0, 1) with 0 and 1 respectively
(uniform patterns). Separate histograms and similarity metrics are computed
for the positive and negative LBP features and then they are combined The
face image is divided into cells and a histogram of LBP features are computed
for each cell.

FTS. Fuzzy Texture Spectrum descriptor (FTS) [8] is used for texture analysis
and characterization by expressing texture as a spectrum of intensity relations.
This descriptor is also based on the predecessor of LBP, the Texture Unit. FTS
takes a vector from a 3× 3 window of pixels’ intensities centered on a pixel.
Then three values are assigned to every element of the vector, each showing
the degree to which the gray-levels of surrounding pixels are lighter, similar or
darker than the central pixel. This procedure repeats for all image pixels. After
dimensionality reduction, a spectrum of the surrounding intensity relative to
the central pixel is produced.

2.4.2.2 Gradient or first order partial derivative based global descriptors

HOG. Local histograms of image derivatives [116, 117] provide an effective
image description for indexing and recognizing visual classes. The SIFT de- HOG is used in the

experiments of
chapter 5.

scriptor [84] adopted this approach, using histograms of gradient orientations
computed over a grid of small windows (or cells). The power and generality
of local histograms of oriented gradients has been demonstrated and made
popular by Dalal and Triggs [30] under the name HOG. HOG descriptors are
computed as a histograms of gradient orientations from a grid of small cells,
and thus requires setting three parameters: the number of gradient orienta-
tions used in the histograms, the size of the cells and the size of the grid of
cells. A fourth parameter concern the degree of smoothing used in computing
the image derivatives. In experiments, Dalal and Triggs found that the most
effective descriptor for detecting humans was obtained using histograms of 9
gradient orientations computed within a 3× 3 grid of 6× 6 cells. This provides
a vector of 2916 features that was then used with a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier to find human forms in a test data base of images.
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Figure 7 is a demonstration of the manner HOG is computed on an image
containing a human shape. Though initially proposed for human detection,
HOG is used for object recognition in general.

Figure 7: Illustration of the way in which the HOG image description works for the
human shape from the INRIA Person dataset. (a) An average gradient image
over training examples. (b) Each square shows the maximum positive SVM
weight in the block centered on the square. (c) The same for the negative
SVM weights. (d) A test image. (e) The computed HOG descriptor on the
test image. (f) The HOG descriptor weighted by the positive SVM weights.
(g) The HOG descriptor weighted by the negative SVM weights. Image taken
from [30].

DSIFT or Dense SIFT. SIFT features can be used densely on an image on
pre-designed locations at a fixed scale considering zero orientation in Dense
SIFT (DSIFT) [134]. Then, local averaging on every 4× 4 block of descriptors
is performed, giving one averaged descriptor for each block. Local contrast
normalization is used on the blocks for partially inducing invariance to illumi-
nation changes.

Gaussian derivatives (first order partial and gradient). Gaussian deriva-
tives have long been popular because they can provide scale and rotation
invariant description [39, 94]. A Gaussian Pyramid [28] provides a fast algo-
rithm for creating Gaussian derivatives at multiple scales. The resulting de-
scriptors are steerable [39] and can be used to construct affine invariant de-
scriptions [94]. Gaussian derivatives are widely used to detect edges [20] and
salient points [78, 84] as well as for multidimensional histograms of appear-
ance [116]. They have been used with Log Polar Histograms for face detec-
tion [47]. First order Gaussian derivatives (partial and gradient) capture visual
information for image structures such as bars, blobs and corners. Higher order
Gaussian derivatives can be useful for describing more complicated structures
but tend to be sensitive to image noise [95, 69].

GIST in color. GIST can be also computed using gradients instead of Fourier
magnitudes. A color-based GIST variant [57] computes gradients on a grid
over the RGB and HSV color spaces and then uses PCA for dimensionality
reduction.

GLAC. Gradient Local Auto-Correlations descriptor (GLAC) [68] utilizes 2nd

order statistics, spatial and orientational auto-correlations, of local image gra-
dients. This method is an extension of Higher-order Local Auto-Correlation
(HLAC) [104] method that uses pixel intensities instead of gradients. More ex-
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tensions of this theory are the Steerable Filter Local Auto-Correlation (SLAC),
the Normal Local Auto-Correlation (NLAC) for 3D images and the Cubic
HLAC for motion images as well as the Color HLAC for multichannel images
from [105].

Color Invariant HOG. An improvement of HOG for object detection in
scenes under cast shadows uses color invariant gradients instead of gray-level
gradients [137]. The color invariant gradients are extracted using three differ-
ent color models: the RGB, the c1c2c3 and the o1o2 color models.

GF-HOG. Gradient Field HOG (GF-HOG) [54] represents an image as a struc-
ture of a dense gradient field interpolated from a sparse set of edge pixels.
This method is an alternative to Bag of Words (BoW) with local descriptors
scheme for object localization and recognition.

Fast HOG. An lighter form of HOG is used with cascade classifiers [146].
Feature vectors are computed onto smaller blocks of different sizes and let the
cascade training procedure select the most significant. This approach is less
discriminant than the original HOG but it is faster to compute and can detect
a variety of human body parts. Larger blocks capture information about larger
portions of the human form while small blocks cover parts such as legs or
arms, providing an improved robustness.

LARK. A local steering kernel (LSK) is the main element of Locally Adap-
tive Regression descriptor (LARK) [118]. An LSK is taken over an image patch.
It exploits image gradients to determine the size and shape of a radially sym-
metric kernel function. This kernel function encodes local geometric structures
in the image signal. The size of the patch, where an LSK is computed, depends
on the query image (an image that contain an object of a requested class). A set
of LSK is computed densely on an image and PCA is used for dimensionality
reduction. The LSK features are compared by the cosine similarity measure.

LHS. Local Higher-order Statistics descriptor (LHS) [119] are a generalization
of LBP (and LTP) that employs higher-order statistics of local non-binarized
pixel patterns. LHS works on 3× 3 neighborhood measuring the intensity dif-
ferences between the central pixel and the surrounding eight neighbors, just
like LBP. But instead of a binary quantization, LHS uses a parametric Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM) to derive a probabilistic representation of the dif-
ferential space. To achieve this they use a scoring method that characterize an
observed feature vector by its gradient with respect to the parameters of the
GMM.

LINE. LINE [52] is an gradient based template matching recognition method
for 3D textureless objects. It uses image gradients and gradient orientations
and represents a 3D object with a limited set of templates called response
maps. The name LINE derives from the term LINEarizing the Memory for
Parallelization descriptor (LINE), which is the way this algorithm stores de-
scriptor vectors in the memory of the computer to speed up computations.
LINE has been integrated into three forms: (LINE-2D) that used gradients on
2D images, (LINE-3D) that uses surface normals from 3D images and LINE-
MOD (multimodal) that uses both gradients and surface normals on RGB-D
images.
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PHOG. HOG can become a multi-scale feature when extracted on an im-
age pyramid, named Pyramid HOG descriptor (PHOG) [12]. Edges are used to
make a fuzzy histogram of gradient directions and increased discrimination
power.

PHOW. Pyramidal Histogram of Visual Words descriptor (PHOW) [13] is a
variant of DSIFT but extracted at multiple scales. PHOW-color [134] extracts
the same type of descriptors but on the three HSV image channels.

Polar-HOG. HOG can be rotation invariant if the gradients are collected on
the polar coordinate system [77]. Instead of a rectangular patch, Polar-HOG
collects a disk patch and maps this disk on polar coordinates. The object direc-
tion is estimated by double-scale direction estimation and rotation correction
is applied on the polar coordinates. If more than one candidate directions are
estimated, a HOG feature vector is computed for each of these directions.

PVEP. Peak Valley Edge Patterns (PVEP) [98] are a modification of LBP that
uses first order derivatives on 3 × 3 neighborhoods for given directions. Di-
rectional edges on 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ and 135◦ are obtained by intensity differences
between a pixel and its two closest neighbors on this direction. The compari-
son function of PVEP has a ternary function with values 0, 1 and 2. The PVEP
feature is then split into two binary patterns, Peak Edge Pattern (PEP) and
Valley Edge Pattern (VEP). This approach is similar to an LTP feature being
split in a positive LBP feature and a negative LBP feature. LBP extracts rela-
tionships between a central pixel and its relevant neighbors, whereas PVEP
extracts relationships between each pixel in the 3× 3 neighborhood with its
two closest neighbors along a given direction.

Rotation-Invariant HOG. Another method to build rotation-invariant HOG
feature vectors [81] uses Fourier analysis in polar coordinates. The histogram
of gradients is considered as a continuous angular signal which can be well
represented by the Fourier basis. This descriptor can be adjusted for 3D by
using spherical coordinates instead of polar.

Scene-Tensor Duplets. A tensor is a matrix structure that can combine local
lower-level features into more complex descriptors and so integrate different
type of information over a neighborhood. A fourth order tensor, defined on a
projective space, uses descriptors over a large region to integrate them into a
regional descriptor [99]. This tensor representing line segments by their orien-
tation, center of gravity and covariance relative to a local coordinate system,
is also known as a scene tensor. In order to construct the Scene-Tensor du-
plets [121], scene tensors are created over an image so that each one indicates
two line segments on a region, defined in terms of position, extension (how
long they are) and orientation. Each tensor is computed on a corner detected
by also using tensor representations over the image. The final duplet is a pair
of scene tensors connected with a set of geometrical relationships defined by
the line segments they contain.

WLD. Weber Local Descriptor (WLD) [24] is a robust method inspired by We-
ber’s Law (concerning images, this law states that the ratio of the noticeable
difference in intensity for discrimination to the background intensity is a con-
stant). WLD first computes the ratio of the relative intensity differences of a
central pixel against its neighbors (first-order derivatives) in a 3× 3 neighbor-
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hood to the intensity of this pixel. Then the arc tangent of the ratio is taken. If
the final value is is positive, the surrounding pixels are lighter than the central
one and visa versa. An orientation computed over the 3× 3 neighborhood is
also attributed to the WLD feature. WLD features are computed over a grid
of cells following a delta function pattern and are accumulated into a 2D his-
togram for the final image descriptor.

2.4.2.3 Laplacian or second order partial derivative based global descriptors

Gaussian derivatives (second order partial and Laplacian). Similarly to the
first order Gaussian derivatives, second order Gaussian derivatives (partial or
Laplacian) capture visual information for image structures such as bars, blobs
and corners. Their advantage is that they capture shapes independently from
orientation.

Snakes. Active contour models, also known as snakes, are energy minimiz-
ing models that detect shapes in images [63]. Staring from a selected image
point, a contour is continuously spreading through the image by minimizing
an energy function using the pixel neighbors on the periphery of the contour.
The energy function has three terms that measure the strength and orientation
of pixel intensities, edges and corners using intensity values and properties of
second order derivatives. The contour spreads towards the direction that each
time the function is minimized. This type of contours are referred to as active
because their shape is formed functionally and dynamically. The nickname
snakes comes from the way they spread on the image like they were alive.

2.4.2.4 Spectrum based global descriptors

Gabor wavelets, GEF & GaFour. The Gabor wavelet transform is widely used
in image processing and computer vision due to each ability to capture texture
in different orientations and resolutions. Gabor wavelets [55] are used in a dis-
crete and finite form as band-pass filters for capturing information from 1D or
2D signals, for example speech recordings and images. A Gabor filter may be
defined as the product of a Gaussian kernel with a complex sinusoid, therefore
it is a filter with real and imaginary part. Their use include texture characteriza-
tion, face detection, face pose estimation and facial expression recognition. An
alternative way that Gabor wavelets can be used is by obtaining a magnitude
on a location from the addition of several Gabor filters. This magnitude cor-
responds to the energy of the existing frequencies at the location. In this case,
the filters are named Gabor Energy filters (GEF) [103] and they are sensitive
to edges giving more precise responses. GEF is used for expression/ emotion
recognition. Another descriptor based on Gabor wavelets is the GaFour fea-
tures descriptor [87] for face recognition and face pose estimation. The Gabor
/ Fourier descriptor (GaFour) features are a combination of 1-D Gabor wavelets
and the Fourier transform. The image is sliced in rows and for each there is
an application of 1-D Gabor filters of five different frequencies. Then, for each
created magnitude signal GaFour uses the Fourier transform and take all the
vectors of the real and imaginary parts in the final asymmetry feature vectors.
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GIST. GIST [102] captures a holistic representation of the image context the
gist of the image for easy classification. The idea is that the specific informa-
tion about object shapes or identities is not essential for scene recognition and
that modeling a holistic representation of the scene gives enough information
for its probable semantic category. An image is resized to a fixed sized square
image, where a set of magnitudes are computed. The original GIST uses the
squared magnitude of the Fourier transform (energy spectrum). PCA is used
for dimensionality reduction. Averaging the GIST of a large set of images from
the same semantic category, creates a vector named the spectral signature of
this category. GIST is based on the model of the Spatial Envelope that generates
a multidimensional space in which scenes of a semantic category (for example
forests, mountains, buildings, coasts) are projected in a similar way. The di-
mensions of the Spatial Envelope model are naturalness, openness, roughness,
expansion and ruggedness of the image scene. The Spatial Envelope properties
for a semantic image category can be estimated using linear regression on the
spectral information of the GIST features.

G-RIF. Edge orientation and density are combined with color information
by the law of Gestalt [141] for proximity and similarity between features in
Generalized-Robust Invariant Features descriptor (G-RIF) [67]. G-RIF is a multi-
cue contextual descriptor. It uses Gaussian derivatives to approximate Gabor
filters for edge description and image hue to define the strength of these edges.
G-RIF extracts complementary visual parts for an object for object recognition.

LESH. The Local Energy based Shape Histogram descriptor (LESH) [115] is
an invariant descriptor to common changes in face images, such as illumina-
tion, skin color, etc. This quality makes it suitable for face pose estimation
when plugged into a learning algorithm. LESH uses a local energy model
exploiting magnitude and phase of Fourier coefficients. Local histograms are
extracted from different patches of the face image using the measurements of
this local energy model. The different patch histograms are combined such as
to keep the spatial relationship between facial parts.

Steerable filters. The main idea of steerable filters [40] is to compute a set of
easily computed filters in different orientations capturing shape from different
angles. In the original paper, the frequency response of second order Gaussian
derivatives is used. Steerable filters can be also computed on a multi-scale
space providing shape information with respect to both orientation and scale.

2.4.3 Classification and taxonomy by application of existing methods.

A collective table of all the aforementioned description methods is presented
first in this section, table 1. The five left columns next to the descriptors column
respect the classification scheme of the previous section and the rest of the
columns provide particular information about the properties and the use of
each method. By looking at the table, it is obvious that there are certain trends
in image description:

• Discrimination is more important to global descriptors while invariance
is generally more important to local descriptors.
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• Illumination invariance is important for both local and global descriptors
while rotation and scale invariance is more important for local descrip-
tors.

• Gradient and intensity based methods are the majority.

• Laplacian or second order partial derivatives, though used, are not com-
mon in the proposal of new methods. Researchers prefer to propose
new methods that are derived from already well performing approaches,
which use gradients and intensities.

• Spectrum based descriptors are mostly preferred for global and robust
description.

The table shows the qualities of descriptors but in the same time it shows what
has been already tried and where there is room for exploration.

A taxonomy tree is made next, presented in figure 8, associating methods to
applications according to the theory on which these methods are based. For the
taxonomy we use only preliminary applications; matching, object/shape/tex-
ture detection and recognition. These are substandard to all other applications
like indexing, tracking, 3D reconstruction, etc. It was seen that it is meaningful
to build such a tree starting with the same classification of methods as in the
previous section, first according to the support area and then according to the
theory they are based on. The ending nodes are the relevant substandard appli-
cations together with the names of the methods that address them. The reason
for the structure of the tree is that we wanted to illustrate how applications
drive the creation of descriptors that will meet their requirements.

It is made obvious that the same type of applications can be addressed in a
different manner by more than one of kinds of methods. A conclusion drawn
from the tree is that descriptors are well customized for particular applications.
A closer look to the previous section, reveals that descriptors are perhaps too
customized. They focus to only a few applications, or even sometimes just a
fraction of an application, and are very hardly generalized without important
modifications to their theoretical approach.

2.5 a flexible new approach for a general purpose descriptor

This chapter reviews the state of the art on image description focusing on the
lowest rank of approaches and applications. Despite image description being
a broader field, the aim of this thesis is to propose a new theoretical approach
that works for 2D images and which can be later expanded to more dimensions
and advanced applications.

After organizing and studying the state of the art, the well defined objective
of a new approach can be established. The variety of methods reveal that they
tend to be customized for a very narrow scope. This leads to the disability
to re-use or share information between systems. Instead, different types of
data from the same image need to be computed distinctively for every method
using the same pixels. A visual system that has to solve several tasks on the
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Table 1: Classification table for existing image descriptors. The classification is made
according to the theory they are based and the qualities of the descriptors.
The descriptors are presented in alphabetical order. Each one can be found
on the previous sections by consulting the first column “SUPPORT AREA”
(Local or Global) and then the group of columns “APPROACH” (the type of
theoretical approach that the descriptor is based on.)
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BRIEF [19] Local X X X X Matching
BRISK [76] Local X X X X X Matching
CS-LBP [51] & CS-LTP [46] Local X X X X X Matching
Ferns [106] Local X X X X Matching
FREAK [133] Local X X X X X X Matching
GIH [79] Local X X X X Matching
LIOP [139] Local X X X X X Matching
MRRID [32] Local X X X X X X Matching
ORB [112] Local X X X X X Matching
OSID [124] Local X X X X X X Matching
Self-similarity descriptor [120] Local X X X X X X Pattern detection
Shape Context [11] Local X X X X X X Object recognition and matching
SILT [65] Local X X Line matching
Spin images [59] Local X X X Matching
SYMD [49] Local X X X X X Matching
ASIFT [96] Local X X X X X X Matching
BOLD [127] Local X X X X Line matching (Textureless objects)
CARD [6] Local X X X X X Matching
CHOG [23] Local X X X X X Matching
Colour Contour Frames [38] Local X X X Templatematching
CSIFT [16] Local X X X X X Matching
DAISY [126] Local X X X X X X Matching
GLOH [91] Local X X X X X Matching
HALCON [144] Local X X X X X X X Line matching (Textureless objects)
KAZE [4] and A-KAZE [5] Local X X X X X Matching
LHS [119] Local X X Texture and facial analysis
MROGH [32] Local X X X X X X Matching
MSLD [140] Local X X X X X X Line matching
PCA-SIFT [64] Local X X X X Matching
PD [58] Local X X X X Matching
PVEP [98] Local X X Texture recogn. and face detect.
RIFF [122] Local X X X X X Recognition and tracking
RIFT [75] Local X X X X X Matching
SIFT [84] Local X X X X X Matching
SIFT-GC [97] Local X X X X X Matching
SYM-FISH [21] Local X X X X X Template matching
CMD [130] Local X X X X Texture recogn. and facial analysis
SURF [9] Local X X X X X Matching
SID [70] Local X X X X Matching
CBP [42] Global X X X Facial expresion recognition
CENTRIST [142] Global X X Scene Recognition
Eigenfaces [128] Global X Face detection and etection
FAsT-Match [73] Global X X X X X X X Template matching
Fisherfaces [10] Global X X Face detection and recognition
FTS [8] Global X Texture recognition
Grid shape descriptors [86] Global X X X Shape recognition
HAAR [107] Global X Object recognition
LBP [101] Global X X X Matching
LTP [123] Global X X Matching
Moments [53, 66, 37] Global X X X Shape recognition
Color Invariant HOG [137] Global X X X X Object detection and recognition
DSIFT [134] Global X X X X Object detection and recognition
Fast HOG [146] Global X X X X Object detection and recognition
GF-HOG [54] Global X X X X Object detection and recognition
GIST in color [57] Global X X X X Scene Recognition
GLAC [68] Global X X X Texture recogn. and human detect.
HOG [30] Global X X X X Object detection and recognition
LARK [118] Global X X Object and recognition
LINE [52] Global X X X X X Line Matching (Textureless objects)
NSD [18] Global X X X X X X Matching
PHOG [12] Global X X X X Object detection and ecognition
PHOW [13] Global X X X X X Object detection and recognition
Polar-HOG [77] Global X X X X X Object detection and recognition
Rotation-Invariant HOG [81] Global X X X X X Object detection and recognition
Scene-Tensor Duplets [121] Global X Object and recognition
WLD [24] Global X X X Texture recogn. and face detect.
Gaussian Derivatives [39] Global X X X X Object detection and recognition
G-RIF [67] Global X X X X X Matching
Snakes [63] Global X X Shape recognition
GABOR[55],GEF[103]&GaFour[87] Global X Texture recogn. and facial analysis
GIST [102] Global X X X X Scene Recognition
LESH [115] Global X X X Face pose estimation
Steerable Filters [40] Global X Shape recognition
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Image descriptors

Local (using small areas
around salient locations)

Global (using large
regions/entire image)

Laplacian/2nd

deriv. based
Gradient/1st

deriv. based
Intensity

based
Spectrum

based
Gradient/1st

deriv. based
Laplacian/2nd

deriv. based
Intensity

based
Spectrum

based

Texture
recognition
with spectrum
based
local descriptors:
SID[70]

Keypoint
matching
with intensity
based
local descriptors:
BRIEF [19],
BRISK [76],
CS-LBP [51],
CS-LTP [46],
Ferns [106],
FREAK [133],
GIH [79],
LIOP [139],
MRRID [32],
ORB [112],
OSID [124],
Spin images [59],
SYMD [49]

Line matching
with intensity
based
local descriptors:
SILT [65]

Template
matching
with intensity
based
local descriptors:
Self-similar. [120]

Keypoint
matching
with gradient
based
local descriptors:
ASIFT [96],
CARD [6],
CHOG [23],
CSIFT [16],
DAISY [126],
GLOH [91],
MROGH [32],
PCA-SIFT [64],
SIFT[84],
SIFT-GC [97],
NSD [18],
PD [58],

Shape Context[11]

Keypoint
matching
with 1st order
derivative based
local descriptors:
KAZE [4],
A-KAZE [5]

Keypoint
recognition
and tracking
with gradient
based
local descriptors:
RIFF [122],
RIFT [75]

Line matching
with gradient
based
local descriptors:
BOLD [127],
HALCON [144]

Template
matching
with gradient
based
local descriptors:
Col.Cont.Fr.[38],
MSLD [140],
SYM-FISH [21]

Keypoint
matching
with Laplacian
based
local descriptors:
SURF[9]

Face pose
estimation
with spectrum
based
global descriptors:
LESH [115]

Object detection
and recognition
with spectrum
based
global descriptors:
G-RIF [67]

Shape
recognition
with spectrum
based
global descriptors:
Steer. filters [40]

Scene recognition
with spectrum
based
global descriptors:
GIST [102]

Texture/Face
recognition
with spectrum
based
global descriptors:
GABOR [55],
GEF [103],
GaFour [87]

Face/Human
detection
with intensity
based
global descriptors:
HAAR [107]

Face detection
and recognition
with intensity
based
global descriptors:
Eigenfaces [128],
Fisherfaces [10],
LTP [123]

Shape
recognition
with intensity
based
global descriptors:
Grid shape
desc. [86],
Moments [53,
66, 37]

Scene recognition
with intensity
based
global descriptors:
CENTRIST [142]

Template
matching
with intensity
based
global descriptors:
FAsT-Match [73]

Texture
recognition
with intensity
based
global descriptors:
LBP [101],
CMD [130],
FTS[8]

Facial expression
recognition
with intensity
based
global descriptors:
CBP [42]

Object detection
and recognition
with gradient
based
global descriptors:
Col.Inv.HOG[137],
DSIFT [134],
HOG [30],
Fast HOG [146],
GF-HOG [54],
LARK [118],
PHOG [12],
PHOW [13],
Polar-HOG [77],
Rot.Inv.HOG[81],
Scene-Tensor
Duplets [121]

Object detection
and recognition
with gradient
and 1st order
derivative based
global descriptors:
Gauss. Der. [39]

Scene recognition
with gradient
based
global descriptors:
GIST in color[57]

Template
matching
with gradient
based
global descriptors:
LINE [52]

Texture
recognition and
face detection
with 1st order
derivative based
global descriptors:
PVEP [98],
WLD [24]

Texture
recognition and
human detection
with gradient
based
global descriptors:
GLAC [68]

Facial expression
recognition
with 1st order
derivative based
global descriptors:
LHS [119]

Object detection
and recognition
with Laplacian
and 2nd order
derivative based
global descriptors:
Gauss. Der. [39]

Shape
recognition
with2nd

order based
global descriptors:
Snakes [63]

Figure 8: Taxonomy tree of the most substandard application per descriptor. The tax-
onomy first separates descriptors by the size of their support area and then
by the theory they are based. It becomes clear that the support area of a
descriptor depends on the size of the visual details that matter for an ap-
plication and that certain theoretical approaches are preferred to address
particular applications.
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same images needs to compute different types of features, which is costly for
computations and for memory use and storage. Additionally, we can see that
the same bottom ideas are recycled and other approaches are left aside, though
they are proven to be mathematically very efficient for describing signals.

We propose the creation of a description method that can be easily ad-
justable to several visual tasks, concerning both local and global description.
The objectives we set for this method are:

• The descriptor should have a variable size to fit the needs of different
tasks but always encode information in the same manner.

• In the same time, as real time applications become more and more pop-
ular, this method should be as compact as possible in order to produce
small descriptor vectors while remaining discriminative.

• Robustness should be one of its qualities as its goal is to generalize the
most possible. The good aspects of robustness is that it allows the use
of smaller amounts of information (meaning smaller descriptor vector
lengths) while retaining discrimination power.

• Rotation and scaling are the two major problems of descriptors that can
be hardly overcome by robustness, so it is important to see into them
more carefully.

To respect these objectives, we thought of creating a method totally depend-
ing on pure mathematical approaches. Approaches that have been used and
proven efficient for capturing signal information. But, they were never com-
bined into a flexible descriptor for both local and global description. The math-
ematical approaches we use are the Laplacian Profile, a multi-scale vector of
Laplacians, and the Fourier Transform.

In the rest of this thesis, the proposed approach is extensively explained
and experiments reveal its efficiency. In chapter 3, the proposed method is
carefully established and reasoned through simple tests. In chapter 4, the
proposed method is used as a local descriptor for experiments on matching.
In the contrary, chapter 5 shows experiments where the method is used as
a global descriptor on image patches. In chapter 6, the proposed method is
used on a more sophisticated application for reflection symmetry detection.
This last experimentation chapter, though also based on matching, shows the
flexibility of our approach and the easiness of generalization to diverse visual
tasks.









PROFIL LAPLACIEN ET TRANSFORMEÉ DE FOURIER RADIALE POUR
LA DESCRIPTION DE L’IMAGE

Ce chapitre étudie un nouveau type de fonctionnalités robustes basées sur
l’exploitation purement mathématique du signal d’image. Les descripteurs
sont généralement développés pour être bons dans un genre très limité de
tâches. L’objectif de cette thèse est de promouvoir l’idée que la description
d’images peut être assez robuste et adaptable à de nombreuses applications
plutôt que très compétitive pour une petite fraction seulement des applica-
tions. En même temps, les descripteurs doivent exiger aussi peu de coût de
calcul et de mémoire que possible. La méthode que nous proposons est capa-
ble d’exprimer l’information visuelle de manière robuste et très compacte.

A partir de là, nous avons décidé d’utiliser deux outils mathématiques qui
sont éprouvées pour capturer efficacement des informations de signal. Le
premier outil est le laplacien du gaussien du signal d’image sous la forme
d’un vecteur multi-échelle, le Profil Laplacien. Ce vecteur peut être considérée
comme la colonne vertébrale du descripteur. Le deuxième outil est la transfor-
mée de Fourier calculée radialement autour du Profil Laplacien. Cette partie
du descripteur permet l’extension de la surface d’appui pour une meilleure
discrimination. Le vecteur de descripteur final est un vecteur de caractéris-
tiques multi-échelle robuste qui peut devenir extrêmement faible si nécessaire,
tout en conservant suffisamment de puissance de discrimination.



3
L A P L A C I A N P R O F I L E A N D R A D I A L F O U R I E R
T R A N S F O R M F O R I M A G E D E S C R I P T I O N

3.1 conceiving a new method

This chapter investigates a new type of robust features based on the pure math-
ematical exploitation of the image signal. Descriptors are usually developed to
be good for a very limited kind of tasks. The aim of this thesis is to promote
that description can be rather robust and adaptable to many applications than
just being very competitive for only a small fraction of applications. In the
same time, descriptors should be as less inexpensive as possible. The method
we propose is able to be robust while providing very small descriptor vectors.

We decided to use two mathematical approaches that are proved to cap-
ture signal information very efficiently. The first approach is the Laplacian of
Gaussian that we use to create a multi-scale vector called the Laplacian Profile.
This vector is the spine of the descriptor. The second approach is the Fourier
Transform calculated radially around the Laplacian Profile. This part of the de-
scriptor serves the extension of the support area for better discrimination. The
final descriptor vector is a robust mutli-scale feature vector that can become
extremely small if necessary while retaining enough discrimination power.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, section 3.2 provides an brief re-
view of the new description method. Section 3.3 introduces the Half-Octave
Gaussian Pyramid algorithm for fast calculation of a logarithmic scale scape
and looks into the efficiency of the different scale spaces that can be produced
by this algorithm using different σ. Section 3.4 shows how the Laplacian Pro-
file is extracted form the image pyramid. Section 3.5 explains the possible ways
of the Radial Fourier Transform computation and the setting of important rele-
vant parameters. Finally, section 3.6 summarizes the aspects of the investigated
method.

3.2 overall approach

Multi-scale image description on logarithmic scale spaces provides strong fea-
tures that resemble the human way of vision [133]. Visual information in the
center of focus is perceived with more detail and while moving away the infor-
mation is captured with less detail. This way of perception provides important
details for a location in an image and extra information about the surrounding
area. This approach makes it easier to discriminate between two image loca-
tions that locally appear similar but in a wider range their difference is obvious.
This is depicted in figure 9. The two ways to create a scale space representation
have been explained in subsection 2.3.3. We use an image pyramid to create
the necessary scale space, as illustrated in figure 10. The way of the pyramid
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structure that we use to create a scale space, explained in detail in section 3.3,
allows Gaussian derivatives to be easily computed in different scales.

Figure 9: If two descriptor features are extracted only inside the small support areas
in the yellow circles, the features will look very similar for the two salient
locations. If the features use more information from the areas defined by the
orange circles, the descriptor features will look different as the appearance
of the two wider areas is much different.

The use of Gaussian derivatives has inspired several algorithms, as seen in
the previous chapter. Though it is known for its properties, see paragraphs 2.4.2.2
and 2.4.2.3, Laplacian derivatives have not been used very often to propose
new methods. On the contrary, gradient descriptors have dominated the field.
This presents an opportunity for research as the Laplacian of Gaussian has
the properties that we need for the new method. The Laplacian of Gaussian
captures information in the form of extrema in intensity perturbations. Addi-
tionally, the Laplacian of Gaussian is by default rotation invariant. So, it does
not need any orientation normalization as gradients do. Moreover, computa-
tionally it is easy to compute. Therefore, we use the Laplacian of Gaussian
on a set of different scales of the image in order to achieve rotation-invariant
multi-scale image description as the main part of our descriptor.

The Fourier Transform and formulas derived from it have been used a lot for
image description [110, 147, 70, 87, 136, 81]. The Fourier transform by defining
several frequencies in an image gives the ability to choose those are interesting
for a particular task and discard the rest. High frequencies are usually noisy
and do not need to be kept for our goal. By keeping only low frequencies,
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Figure 10: A scale space represented by an image pyramid.

we extend the idea of collecting low resolution information in a large support
area to assist the keypoint description. Also, frequencies can be separated in
magnitude and phase. Magnitudes are independent of orientation as they just
show the quantity of a frequency. On the other hand, phase can give indication
about the signal orientation on a round area (disk or circle) [147]. We can calcu-
late these kind of information at any scale around the location of the selected
Laplacian of Gaussian values. The Fourier Transform has all the demanded
properties for extending the support area of our method. Figures 11 and 12

give a preliminary view of the methods before being thoroughly explained in
the next sections.

Invariance to scale and rotation changes are the two most complicated types
of invariance, as we can see by the literature in chapter 2. We can address
invariance to rotation by the properties of the Laplacian of Gaussian and fre-
quency magnitudes. But in order to address scale invariance, we need to ex-
ploit the scale space appropriately. The number of possible scales, where the
proposed method can be extracted, is variable. It depends on the total number
of resampled images (pyramid levels) that can be created by the used pyramid
algorithm and the number of levels we want to use in order to create descriptor
vectors. If we use a small subset of the created pyramid levels for the compu-
tation of descriptor vectors, we can compute descriptor vectors at different
heights on the pyramid, as shown in figure 13. If the descriptors are extracted
starting at different scales, we achieve scale-invariant image descriptor vectors:
on a higher pyramid of a larger image, the descriptors may be found on a
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Figure 11: Example of a possible descriptor feature extracted with the proposed
method on an image pyramid. The red dots represent the Laplacian of
Gaussian values on the respective samples. The green dots represent the
samples of a possible support area where the Fourier Transform can be
computed.

different height. Further we test different ways to normalize the energy of the
final vector by appropriate ways proposed in the literature to increase toler-
ance to chromatic changes. The L2-norm normalization is the most effective.
What we expect from this descriptor is invariance to scale and rotation while
being highly discriminative due to its multi-scale nature and well established
theory that it is based on.

3.3 image pyramid

The scale space we use for our method is approximated by a pyramidal struc-
ture of smoothened and resampled images. The algorithm we use to create this
structure is the Half-Octave Gaussian Pyramid [29]. The use of the pyramid
serves three reasons: a) creating a multi-scale descriptor, b) creating a descrip-
tor that is scale-invariant and c) fast and easy computation of the Laplacian of
Gaussian.

The scaling of the image to create the pyramid levels is done by the convolu-
tion with a Gaussian filter. As already seen in the previous section, Gaussian
filtering is generally preferred for the creation of smoothened and resampled
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Figure 12: Example of a possible descriptor vector of the proposed method projected
on the lowest pyramid level that is used to extract the vector. The red dot
represents the Laplacian of Gaussian value on the respective sample on
this level. The green dots represent the samples of a possible support area
where the Fourier Transform can be computed. The rings around the dots
represent the corresponding regions on this level from the respective sam-
ples collected on higher scales.

images as the smoothing it offers reduces the appearance of artifacts. In prac-
tice, the Gaussian filter is a sampled form of a normalized Gaussian function:

G(x,y,σ) =WN(x,y)
1

A
e
− x2+y2

2σ2 (13)

where x and y correspond to the integer values of the pixel addresses and σ
is the scale of the pyramid level (smoothened and resampled image). WN(x,y)
corresponds to a window of sizeN×N that limits the spacial extent of the sam-
pled Gaussian, where N should be greater than or equal to 8σ+ 1. The letter
A corresponds to the sum of the coefficients of the Gaussian that normalizes
the gain of the filter to 1, assuring a scale invariant impulse response.

The half-octave Gaussian pyramid is composed of K resampled images (pyra-
mid levels), each of which has been convolved with a Gaussian filter G(x,y,σ)
and resampled with a sample distance of

sk = 2(k−1)/2 (14)

A sample distance of
√
2 is obtained by sampling along the diagonal direction

for even valued k. Because we make sure that the sample size is always fixed
with respect to the scale σ of the Gaussian, each of the sampled images of the
pyramid has an identical impulse response when expressed in pyramid sam-
ples. Impulse responses grow exponentially with k, when projected back to
image pixel coordinates (x,y). We will use (x,y) to refer to the original image
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Figure 13: Example of a possible descriptor feature extracted with the proposed
method on an image pyramid. If we choose to extract the descriptor on
different subsets of pyramid levels, we have a multi-scale descriptor that is
scale invariant.

coordinates. We will refer to a sample on a pyramid level as P(x,y,k), so that
P(x,y,k) is the pyramid sample of level k that corresponds to the pixel (x,y) in
the original image [113]. We can equally express sample P(x,y,k) in the contin-
uous scale space as P(x,y,σk), with σk referring to a scale factor. The number
of pyramid levels depends on the size of the original image. For aW×H image,
the algorithm can create a pyramid of K = 2× Log2(min(W,H)) levels. For k
created pyramid levels, k = 1 to K, we can have have at most P = 2×W ×H
samples in total. The actual number of samples will be slightly smaller in prac-
tice, because the impulse response at the top levels of the pyramid is larger
than the original image. The smoothened and resampled images at these lev-
els are dominated by the filtering border effects and can be discarded.

3.3.1 Gaussian pyramids vs Binomial pyramids

A Gaussian pyramid can be computed with two ways. One way is to use a
Gaussian filter with float numbers and the other way is to use a binomial filter
that resembles a Gaussian filter [29]. A binomial filter has the advantage of
using integer numbers. Therefore, the binomial filter can allow the creation of
algorithms that use integers and perform fixed-point operations with shifts in
the bit level. This lighter form of pyramid algorithms can be easily integrated
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Figure 14: Original image for testing different Gaussian pyramid filtering versions. Its
size is 400× 300.

in low computational systems such as mobile phones or cameras. While bino-
mial filters need less computation power, the Gaussian filters provide smoother
images. The smoother images, that actual Gaussian filters create, result to even
less artifacts and better descriptors and higher performance.

The pyramids created with either Gaussian or binomial filters are not very
different in practice though. There may be a small improvement in perfor-
mance with Gaussian filters from time to time and depending on the images.
A demonstration of the two types of pyramid computation is provided in fig-
ure 15. The filters used to create this figure is a Gaussian filter that has σ =

√
2

and a binomial filter that resembles this Gaussian filter using integer coeffi-
cients. It is demonstrated that the impulse response of the two filters is almost
identical. The keypoints selected from them are practically the same. The key-
points are collected as Laplacian extrema and those presented are only the
most stable ones which remained after Non-Maximum Suppression. In con-
clusion, the use of both ways of filtering is equally successful and the choice
depends on the limitations of applications.

3.3.2 Analysis of the scale factor parameter

The scale factor σ of the levels in the Gaussian pyramid is another important
parameter. Gaussian filters with small σ offer more levels and can produce
higher pyramidal structures that Gaussian filters with larger σ. Larger σ on
the other hand offers smoother images and less artifacts. Also, Gaussian filters
with higher σ are more expensive computationally as they are wider and have
more important border effects at the smoothened images. The same rules are
valid for the equivalent binomial filters. Figure 16 shows the comparison be-
tween two Gaussian pyramids made with a Gaussian filter of σ =

√
2 and a

Gaussian filter of σ = 2 respectively. The figure shows the first level of each
pyramid. Keypoints collected on these first levels of the two pyramids are
also shown. As previously,the keypoints are collected as Laplacian extrema
and those presented are only the most stable ones which remained after Non-
Maximum Suppression. We can see that the pyramid where the levels are cre-
ated with Gaussian filtering of a larger σ is much smoother but provides less
keypoints. The decision of the best σ depends on the task we want to perform
and the quality of the images.
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Figure 15: Left: Scaling images with an integer binomial filter that resembles a Gaus-
sian filter of σ =

√
2. Right: Scaling images with a Gaussian filter of σ =

√
2.

It is obvious that both filters work efficiently for the scaling of the image.
Above left and right: Digital display of the first level of a Half-Octave Gaus-
sian pyramid of image 14. We can see the borders of filtering around each
level image.
Below left and right: Under each display of the first level of the pyramid,
there is a figure with keypoints found on it. Keypoints are found as Lapla-
cian extrema and away from the borders (unfiltered area). These are the
most stable keypoints kept after Non-Maximum Suppression.

3.4 the laplacian profile vector

Gaussian derivatives can be easily computed as weighted differences of adja-
cent samples on the levels of the Half-Octave Gaussian pyramid [17, 27, 28].
The Gaussian derivatives of an image are commonly computed by construct-Gaussian derivatives

ing a filter by sampling and windowing the derivative of the Gaussian func-
tion, and convolving this filter with the image. When computed in this way,
derivatives exist over the full range of sigma used in the Gaussian.

Px(x,y,σk) = P ∗Gx(x,y,σk) (15)

An alternative method for computing image derivatives is to convolve differ-
ence operators in the row and column directions with each level of a Gaussian
pyramid [29]. A very close approximation to the gradient (as a combination
of first derivatives) can be provide by convolving with the difference opera-
tor [1, 0,−1] in the row and column directions over samples at that level of
the pyramid. The second derivatives can be provided by convolutions with
[1,−2, 1] in the row and column directions of each pyramid level. Similar oper-
ators exist for higher order derivatives.
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Figure 16: Left: Scaling images with a Gaussian filter of σ =
√
2. Right: Scaling im-

ages with a Gaussian filter of σ = 2. The filter with the larger σ offers better
smoothing but less keypoints.
Above left and right: Digital display of the first level of a Half-Octave Gaus-
sian pyramid of image 14. We can see the borders of filtering around each
level image.
Below left and right: Under each display of the first level of the pyramid,
there is a figure with keypoints found on it. Keypoints are found as Lapla-
cian extrema and away from the borders (unfiltered area). These are the
most stable keypoints kept after Non-Maximum Suppression.

The Laplacian of the image ∇2p(x,y) is the sum of the second derivatives in
the row and column. When the image derivatives are computed using Gaus-
sian derivatives, this function exists over a range of scales:

LPxy(σk) =< ∇2G(x,y,σk),P(x,y) > (16)

where "< −,− >" refers to the inner product operator. We refer to the func-
tion LPxy(σk) as the Laplacian Profile (LP) [29], see figure 17. The LP is invari- The Laplacian

Profile (LP)ant to rotation and can be computed at every pixel in an image. When the LP
is computed over a logarithmic scale space, it is equivariant to scale [78], see
section 2.3. Equivariance in scale means that a change in scale of a pattern in
an image will result in a shift of its LP along the σk axis. Thus, a sampled
LP provides a rotation invariant feature vector that can be used to recognize
patterns independent of scale and also used to determine local characteristic
scale. The local extrema in the LP over x,y and k corresponds to the keypoints
employed by SIFT [84].

A close approximation to the Laplacian of Gaussian can be provided by the
difference of samples from adjacent pyramid levels in a Half-Octave Gaussian
pyramid. For each pyramid sample at levels k = 2 to K, a Laplacian can be
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Figure 17: An example of a Laplacian Profile extracted from a continuous scale space.
Laplacian values are collected in a vector at every scale σ. The higher the
scale is, the larger the corresponding neighborhood described by the Lapla-
cian value is on the original image.

computed by subtracting the pyramid sample at the same image position in
level k− 1.

LP(x,y,k) = P(x,y,k) − P(x,y,k− 1) (17)

The samples in this vector can be interpolated to provide a continuous LP for
each sample if desired [29]. Using differences of Gaussians, a Gaussian pyra-
mid composed of P = 2×W×H samples will provideN =W×H overlapping
LP vectors, with lengths ranging from 1 to K− 1. For level k = 1 we cannot
use the manner of differences as there is no level below. Though practically,
computing the Laplacian on level k = 1 by appropriate filters works very well.

3.5 the radial fourier transform

While LP descriptors are invariant to rotation and equivariant to scale, they
provide only limited description for visual patterns. Therefore, we employedThe Radial Discrete

Fourier Transform
(RDFT)

the Fourier Transform around the locations where we collect the LP elements
on the different scales of the Gaussian pyramid. The Fourier Transform is
collected radially around an element of the LP, hence it is a Radial Fourier
transform. Consequently, we call this part of the descriptor the Radial Discrete
Fourier Transform (RDFT).

The Fourier Transform formula for a continuous signal t using angular fre-
quency is:

F(ω) =

∞∫
−∞

f(t)e−iωtdt (18)

where ω is the angular frequency. A Fourier Transform can easily be taken ra-
dially in two ways. One way is to collect a circle of samples, then consider them
in a linear order and compute the 1D Discrete Fourier Transform. The formula,
for a sequence of N complex numbers x0, ..., xN−1 that are transformed into
the frequency space sequence of N complex numbers X0, ..., XN−1, interpret-
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ing the angular frequency ω in its discrete equivalent ω = 2πnk
N and replacing

the integral by summation, is given by:

Xk =

M−1∑
m=0

xme
−2πikmM (19)

for k = 0, 1, ...,M − 1 and i being the imaginary unit. The second way is to
collect a disk of samples, convert the disk from Cartesian to polar coordinates
and compute a 2D Discrete Fourier Transform. The formula for this is:

Xkl =

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

xnme
−2πi(kmM + ln

N ) (20)

for k = 0, 1, ...,M− 1, l = 0, 1, ...,N− 1 and i being the imaginary unit. The
effectiveness of the two ways is examined in subsection 3.5.2.

The coefficients of the RDFT carry redundant frequency information. For
example, when computing the XN Fourier coefficients of an eight element
1D vector xN, then the X1 to X(N/2)−1 coefficients have the same magnitude
and opposite phase with the X(N/2)+1 to XN coefficients. So, if we keep the
coefficients X1 to XN/2, we have enough information. Equivalently, this is the
same for the coefficients of the 2D Fourier Transform. The fact that Fourier
coefficients carry repeating information allows us to keep less coefficients than
created and still have the same quality and amount of information.

The selected coefficients from the RDFT can provide magnitudes and phase
information separately. A magnitude value is unaffected by rotation, as it only
shows the quantity of a certain frequency in the signal. Phase shows the po-
sition of the frequency in the signal. The position of the frequency in polar-
coordinates can be interpreted as an indication of the orientation of the de-
scribed neighborhood [147]. The signs of coefficients X0 and X(N/2) for 1D
RDFT, and the respective for 2D RDFT, can also be a very simple but valuable
source of information. Instead of the actual Fourier coefficients, we can exploit
their magnitudes, signs and phase accordingly in order to keep the part of
information that is necessary for a particular visual task.

3.5.1 Radial Fourier on the Image pyramid or the Laplacian pyramid?

One of the matters that that we examined is if we can use very small support
areas for the RDFT. For example, if we want to use the 4 closest neighbors at
radius=1 for computing the RDFT, is this neighborhood enough to offer valu-
able information? Therefore, we test if it is better to use another encoding for
the image signal for very small sampling neighborhoods for the RDFT. We
use the Laplacians of a sampling neighborhood instead of its original inten-
sity values, despite the fact that the Fourier Transform is usually computed
on the image signal. We base this experiment on the fact that the Laplacian
can provide more important information as it encodes changes in the pixel
intensities. Encoding the changes in pixel intensities gives a description not
just for the respective pixel intensities but also the relationship between them
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Figure 18: Rotation experiment for the first image from each case folder at Affine
Covariant Features dataset [91]. The RMSE of the one-level descriptors of
sampling area at radius = 1 for the RDFT, using intensity values (blue line)
and Laplacian values (red line). In both cases, we keep only the magnitude
values from the RDFT coefficients to make sure we have rotation invariant
features. It is shown that according rotation changes, the RDFT is better to
be computed on intensity values.

and surrounding pixel intensities. We use the term Laplacian pyramid to ex-The Laplacian
pyramid press that all samples on the Gaussian pyramid can be represented by their

Laplacian values and the assemble of them can be seen as a new pyramidal
structure. For wider sampling areas, the idea of using the Laplacian pyramid
for the computation of the RDFT is not necessary. On wider sampling areas,
the original signal can provide enough information, while the Laplacian of
it will show only edges and keypoints. Therefore, we do not test the same
idea for sampling areas wider than radius = 1. The final concept is that for
small neighborhoods, the analysis of the frequencies involved in the Laplacian
values can give more important signal information.

The drawback with this idea is that as the Laplacian values in the Gaus-
sian pyramid can be calculated with either DoG or filters. The computations
of both the DoG method and the filters is biased due to always using the
rows and columns configuration on images for computaions. Therefore, the
descriptor will necessarily loose some of its rotation invariance. In figure 18

we perform a test on the rotation of a set of images for evaluating the idea of
using Laplacian values of the pyramid samples to compute the RDFT against
using the actual values of the samples in the pyramid. We use the Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) to compare the descriptor vectors. Keypoints are collected
with DoG within a region in the image that is sure not to suffer by border
effects while rotating the image. Descriptor vectors are created using only one
pyramid level. Tracing the same keypoints on the rotated images, we collect a
Laplacian on each keypoint for the LP and then the 4 closest neighbors around
the keypoint for the RDFT. In one case we collect the actual pyramid samples’
values of the 4 neighbors and in the other case the Laplacian values of the 4
neighbors. We compute the 1D RDFT, considering the 4 values as if they were
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in a line, as explained later in subsection 3.5.2. In both cases, we keep only
the magnitudes of the appropriate subset of Fourier coefficients that do not in-
volve repeating informations (see the introductory paragraph of section 3.5 for
explanation). The descriptor vectors in both cases have in total 5 elements. In
figure 18 for the results on the test for rotation changes, we can see that there is
an important deterioration to the performance of descriptors using Laplacian
values for the RDFT. The result of the test for rotation shows that the idea of
using Laplacian values for the computation of the RDFT is not appropriate for
local description as it undermines rotation invariance. On the other hand, the
smaller tolerance to rotation changes is a hind that Laplacian samples for the
RDFT on a small area might be strong in discrimination power. In chapter 5,
we experiment with these two approaches on global image description with
a task where orientation information accumulated in the descriptor vectors
improves performance.

3.5.2 RDFT from sampling on a circle or on a disk?

We experiment with two sampling patterns for the RDFT, a set of samples on
the periphery of a circle and a disk of samples. Each of the two ways showed
different qualities. When sampling on a circle, we can treat the RDFT as an 1D
function exploiting the collected samples in a line. When sampling on a disk,
the samples are mapped to the polar coordinate system and the 2D RDFT
can be computed there as usual. The circle sampling is faster than the disk
sampling for the RDFT but disk sampling encodes information more densely.

Figure 19: The two tested RDFT sampling areas of the descriptor on one level. The
central red dot in each pattern represents an LP element (as the location
on a region of a pyramid level where this Laplacian of Gaussian was com-
puted). The green surrounding dots represent the sampling areas for the
RDFT around an LP element. The radius of the circle where they are sam-
pled is the same for both sampling patterns, the circle and the disk. In this
example, we collect eight samples on the periphery of the circle.

We use the RMSE to compare descriptors with sampling on a circle or on
a disk for the RDFT. The RDFT in both cases was computed using the actual
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Figure 20: Rotation experiment for the first image from each case folder at Affine
Covariant Features dataset [91]. The RMSE of the one-level descriptors with
sampling area at radius = 5 for the RDFT, performing sampling on the
periphery of the circle or in the entire disk area. In both cases, we kept only
the magnitude values from the RDFT coefficients to make sure we have
rotation invariant elements. It is shown that according rotation changes,
the RDFT from samples on a disk can handle better the situation but it
requires a lot more vector elements.

values of the Gaussian pyramid samples. For the case of sampling on the pe-
riphery of a circle, we collect 8 samples as seen in figure 19. Keypoints are
collected with DoG within a region in the image that is sure not to suffer by
border effects while rotating the image. Descriptor vectors are created using
only one pyramid level. The elements in both types of the descriptor vectors
consist of one Laplacian value for the LP and the magnitudes of the appro-
priate subset of Fourier coefficients that do not involve repeating informations
(see the introductory paragraph of section 3.5 for explanation). Consequently,
the descriptor vectors made with the sampling on the circle periphery for the
RDFT have a total of 6 vector elements, while the descriptors using sampling
on a disk have 17 vector elements. Figure 20 shows that the disk sampling
performs better description. Sampling on the circle periphery is less expensive
in time and memory cost but performs less good. The decision for the best
choice is not simple, especially if we consider the difference in the vector sizes
of the two different descriptors. The final decision is better to be taken upon
the particular limitations of an application, where the cost of computation can
drive to the use of slightly less but more compact (meaning shorter) descriptor
vectors. Circle sampling for the RDFT is probably the wisest solution as the
aim of this thesis is to make a flexible descriptor that is easily used to sev-
eral applications including those on machines with low memory capacity and
computation power.
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3.5.3 Size of the RDFT sampling area

The support area of the proposed descriptor is variable and can be set ac-
cording to the needs of an application. The intuition behind this arrangement
is that the type of visual information needed to perform a task changes ac-
cording to the task. For example, the visual information needed to perform
keypoint matching is very localized and should be described in detail, while
that for scene recognition is spread all around the image and very small local
details do not matter. As we want to make a descriptor that is flexible to fit
to different tasks, we can test several possibilities for the radius of the RDFT
sampling area that extends the support area of the descriptor around the LP.

Figure 21: Two possible RDFT sampling areas of the descriptor on one level. The cen-
tral red dot in each pattern represents an LP element (as the location on a
region of a pyramid level where this Laplacian of Gaussian was computed).
The green surrounding dots represent the sampling areas for the RDFT
around the LP elements. Left: 4 neighbors are taken in linearly around an
LP element for the 1D RDFT, representing the circle with the smallest possi-
ble radius. Right: A circle with wider radius is taken around an LP element
for the 1D RDFT.

Figure 21 shows two possible sampling ways at different radius collecting
different number of samples. Very small sampling areas for the RDFT, for ex-
ample 4 closest neighbors of a pixel’s location, can create very small descriptor
vectors. These small vectors are not expected to be very strong in discrimi-
nation power but plugged into an appropriate learning method (for example
SVM, Adaboost, etc.) can be efficient for pattern/object recognition (the same
way as Haar wavelets or Gaussian derivatives). We expect that tasks with low
resolution image signal require wider sampling areas for the RDFT. The reason
why wider sampling areas should work better for low resolution, is that low
resolution misses details but contains smoother shape information. Smooth
shapes without details (for exmaple, as in textureless images) need to be de-
scribed by a method that can extend enough on the image to describe them
correctly, so for this case relatively wider sampling areas for the RDFT are
expected to perform better.
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3.6 conclusions : the lp-rdft image descriptor

In this chapter, we presented our proposed method for image description. The
main purpose of our proposed method is to be easily adjustable to diverse
applications, while existing descriptors usually need a fundamental change in
order to be adjusted to diverse tasks. We propose a method that offers math-
ematically correct image description and features that can be adjusted to dif-
ferent needs. The benefits for such a method is that the produced information
can be adapted by different systems for different tasks and that an application
can perform different visual tasks by extracting only one type of features.

We showed in this section how the Laplacian of Gaussian can be combined
with the Fourier Transform in a new flexible description method. We nameLaplacian Profile

and Radial Discrete
Fourier Transform

(LP-RDFT)

the resulting descriptor Laplacian Profile and Radial Discrete Fourier Trans-
form descriptor (LP-RDFT). The LP length, the RDFT sampling area, the RDFT
information to be kept and eventually the vector length are all variable and
adjustable. Consequently, the support area of the descriptor is variable. The
generalized procedure for the extraction of one local LP-RDFT descriptor vec-
tor is presented with algorithm 1. Though the parameters can be set according
to the requirements of applications, a particular set of well performing values
can be recommended after deeper experimental exploration. Therefore, for the
recommendation of particular values for the parameters of the descriptor, we
will perform a series of experiments in the following chapters.

In the next chapter, the first of the experimental chapters of this thesis,
we will see keypoint matching experiments. We will experiment on the well
known and widely used Affine Covariant Features dataset and textureless im-
ages from the MIRFLICKR Retrieval Evaluation dataset [56]. We show how
our proposed method can be adjusted to different matching tasks and perform
equally to the state of the art with extremely small vector length.



Parameters:
vector vLP = the LP vector with all the collected Laplacian of Gaussian
values for a descriptor vector;
length LLP = the length of vLP (LLP is a variable for LP-RDFT that defines
the final descriptor vector);
set EL = the set of Laplacian of Gaussian elements of vLP around where
the RDFT will be computed;
radius RR = the radius of the sampled area for the computation of RDFT;
pyramid sample a = a sample on the pyramid defined by the level (scale) ka
and location (xa,ya) on this level;
coordinates (xa,ya,ka) = the coordinates of a;
Input data: an image;
Output: a local LP-RDFT descriptor vector vLP−RDFT

compute a Half-Octave Gaussian pyramid from the input image;
for each adjacent level from ka until ka + LLP do

compute the Laplacian of Gaussian value of the pyramid sample that
correspond to a;
add the computed Laplacian of Gaussian to vLP

end
initiate vLP−RDFT with vLP;
for each element e ∈ EL do

sample an area of radius RR at the location and scale where e was
computed ((xa,ya,ka));
compute RDFT on the sampled area (section 3.5);
keep frequency information in a subvector vsub;
concatenate vsub to vLP−RDFT ;

end
normalize the vLP−RDFT ;
return vLP−RDFT ;

Algorithm 1: The generalized procedure of extracting a local LP-RDFT de-
scriptor vector on a selected location in an image.







LA MISE EN CORRESPONDANCE DE POINTS-CLES AVEC LP-RDFT

Les résultats expérimentaux pour la correspondance de point-clés sur les
images texturées de la base de données Affine Covariant Features benchmark
ont montré que LP-RDFT fonctionne efficacement tout en ayant une très pe-
tite longueur du vecteur. LP-RDFT surpasse l’état de l’art pour les change-
ments d’échelle et les changements pertinentes de l’image à l’échelle, comme
l’augmentation de flou et la compression JPEG. D’autres tests sur les images
sans texture de la base de données MIRFLICKR Retrieval Evaluation ont mon-
tré que LP-RDFT bat l’état de l’art pour de petites valeurs de rotation et mise
à l’échelle mais ses performances se détériorent pour des valeurs plus grandes.
Le fait le plus important est que la taille du vecteur de LP-RDFT pour les tests
d’images sans texture est particulièrement faible avec seulement 7 éléments
réels. Les résultats montrent que LP-RDFT est une bonne solution pour la de-
scription locale lorsque le coût de la mémoire est une question importante.



4
K E Y P O I N T M AT C H I N G W I T H L P - R D F T

4.1 searching for the details that make the difference

Using salient locations in images means preselecting the important details of
an image. This preselection is called detection of salient locations and it is
followed by the process of description. This type of image description is local,
as explained in section 2.2. The description at the salient locations has the
purpose to attribute each on of the locations with a characteristic vector in
order to be recognized again in other images. A comparison measure decides
which are the similar descriptor features between two images and matches
them in a pair. The matched salient locations in two images are considered to
be the same locations in the 3D world. A simplified complete visual system
representation that performs keypoint is given in figure 22.

Figure 22: A simplified representation of the visual system for keypoint detection. The
green node is the step of the system that the proposed descriptor is involved
in.

No matter how strong a description method is, there are always some hard
cases and ambiguities that cannot be easily overcome by a simple descriptor
vector matching. Figure 23 shows that salient locations can be lost or new can
appear in images that have undergone transformations. This is the results of
the digital exploitation of the images. Rounding and approximations can al-
ter slightly the the signal information. The treatment of the image always in
rows and columns is not tolerant enough to these changes. Another problem
is ambiguities in the selection of the salient locations due to the same reasons.
salient locations can be collected slightly translated or in different scales. Fig-
ure 24 shows cases where the salient locations can be found shifted on the x
and y directions and on different scales. The final decision of a good match
depends on the objectives of the application. For example, if the purpose of an
application is to classify images by their content using local descriptors, then
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the salient locations do not need to be extremely precise. On the other hand,
an application that creates long panorama images, by stitching many shorter
ones, need very precise salient locations. Otherwise the panorama image will
look like a terrible patchwork. The result of matching salient locations can vary
in precision according to the constraints set by applications.

Figure 23: Image transformation can make salient locations disappear or new to ap-
pear. Above: Rotation of the image with rotation center the center of the im-
age (blue target in the center). The rotation of the image causes new salient
locations to appear and other to disappear. Below: Scaling of the image.
Scaling usually causes salient locations to disappear as high frequencies
are successively removed or new to appear as large regions become small
points.

Image descriptors are designed to be invariant and robust, but the lose or
appearance of new visual details and ambiguities (caused by the digital treat-
ment of images) make the situation harder. A usual approach is to use as much
detail as possible around the salient location, by either expanding the support
area of the descriptors or calculating very detailed costly functions than need
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Figure 24: Are all the above location matches valid? The size of the above yellow cir-
cles is relevant to the scale where the salient location was detected. Image
transformation can cause salient location in different images to be found
shift in the x and y directions and on different scales. The salient locations
that seem the same to a human can be considered as different to a program.
The decision if a match is good or not depends on the constraints of an
application.

dimensionality reduction. As embedded computing and mobile computing
applications for computer vision increase in popularity, memory requirements
have emerged as an important issue. Binary descriptors [76, 112, 19, 18] make a
change to this concept by calculating small vectors of binary elements that are
easily stored in single bits. Sparse coding is another answer to reduce the cost
of descriptors by re-encoding vectors more compactly. Our concept for salient
location matching is that we can use our proposed theory to make a descriptor
that is already capturing the visual signal in a compact form. This way, there is
no need for further reduction in their size, for example with sparse coding or
PCA. Additionally, binarization could be made later given an appropriate func-
tions to further reduce the cost of the descriptor. Consequently, we work on
developing the LP-RDFT descriptor able to encode image signal information,
apart from correctly, very compactly in the first place.

4.2 experiments

4.2.1 Descriptors for comparison

In order to make an evaluation of our method we choose a set of well known or
newly proposed image descriptors and we compare to LP-RDFT on keypoint
matching. The methods are SIFT, SURF, ORB, BRISK, FREAK, BRIEF and NSD.
The NSD descriptor is a new descriptor so we decided to use it in both its real
and binary form, named the Seed of Life and the Binary Seed of Life. For de-
tails on the descriptors, subsection 2.4.1 provides a summary of their theory
and subsection 2.4.3 arrange them into the general plane of image description.
SIFT (subsection 2.4.1.2) was selected first of all the other descriptors for the SIFT
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comparison tests. This descriptor and its variants have dominated the field
for fifteen years. SIFT uses orientations of image gradients for local edge de-
scription. SURF (subsection 2.4.1.3) is a good alternative of SIFT and also wellSURF

established. It finds orientation from first order Gaussian derivatives and de-
scribes the region with second order Gaussian derivatives. It competes well
with SIFT in robustness thought still SIFT shows better invariance. BRISK andBRISK, FREAK

FREAK (subsection 2.4.1.1) are recent well performing and included in many
comparison tests in the literature. They are both intensity based descriptors
but use gradient orientations to achieve rotation invariance. BRIEF and ORBORB, BRIEF

(subsection 2.4.1.1) are two binary and intensity based descriptors. ORB is a
version of BRIEF that is better performing against rotation changes. Though
both being binary, they are proven to perform well compared to the rest of
the state of the art while having the advantage of low memory needs. Finally,
NSD is very new but it seems as a very promising new type of descriptors that
shares the idea of adjustability with the proposed descriptor, though perceived
in different way. NSD starts from a keypoint and spreads its support region
as fas as possible according to a preset plan. But at the end only a part of the
whole possible support region is kept according to a decision measure. Due toSOL, BiSOL

being a new descriptor, we use NSD (subsection 2.4.1.2) in both its proposed
forms, the real SOL (Seed of Life) and the and binary BiSOL (Binary Seed of
Life), in order to be more objective with its performance. In the experiments,
we compare the performance of these descriptors on textured and textureless
images.

4.2.2 The LP-RDFT version for matching

In order to create an appropriate version for LP-RDFT, we consider the con-
strains of our application. We need a highly discriminative robust descriptor
vector with as small vector length as possible. From the analysis of the parame-
ters in chapter 3, we conclude that the descriptor can be made by sampling on
a circle for the RDFT on the Gaussian pyramid. We create the LP-RDFT using a
Half-Octave Gaussian pyramid created with a Gaussian filterG(x,y, 2k), where
k is the number of the pyramid level, as explained in section 3.3.1. We use 8
neighbors sampled on the Gaussian pyramid and calculate an 1D RDFT. From
the 8 neighbors x0,x1, ..., x7, we take 8 Fourier coefficients X0,X1, ..., X7. We
keep the absolute value (magnitude) of X0, the sign of X4 and the magnitudes
of X1,X2 and X3. The absolute value of X0 and the sign of X4 are a measure
of the sum of intensities of the 8 neighbors. The magnitudes of X1,X2 and X3
provide important frequency information. X5,X6 and X7 provide redundant
information and are therefore discarded. Also, we discard all phase elements
which are sensitive to rotation changes. We finally concatenate everything in a
vector and normalize with the L2-norm.

We perform exhaustive testing in order to find the best combination for the
size of the LP and the radius for the RDFT sampling area. Another parameter
that we tried in this experiments was how short we can make the descriptor by
collecting RDFT information from only a subset of levels around the LP. Exper-
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iments showed that collecting RDFT information from the half of the levels, the
higher levels, provide a more robust image description. The explanation is that
the discrimination power of the descriptor is enhanced by samples collected
on high scales where lower frequencies remain and give a general view of
the surrounding image signal. In the same time, without the high frequencies
which are discarded in higher scales, the descriptor is less subjected to smaller
signal details which suffer the most from image transformations. We perform
exhaustive experiments separately for the two types of images, textured and
textureless, in order to see what is the best choices for each type. The double
experimentation on textured and textureless images will lead us realize where
the strengths and the weaknesses of the proposed method lie.

Parameters:
list KPim = all keypoints detected in an input image im;
matrix H = the homography matrix from imA to imB;
point kp = a keypoint (x,y,σ) in KPim;
Input data: image imA = an input image of a scene;
image imB = a different input image of the same scene;
Output: list correct_matches = all correctly matched pairs (kpa,kpb);

for each input image im do
compute a local descriptor vector for each kp in KPim;

end
for each kpa in KPimA do

for each kpb in KPimB do
match kpa to the kpb with the most similar descriptor vector
(smallest vector distance);
if kpa and kpb are matched then

use H to project kpb on imA kpb on imA = kpb ∗ inv(H); if kpb
is projected where the kpa is on imA then

kpa and kpb are a correctly matched pair;
add matched pair (kpa,kpb) to correct_matches;

end
end

end
end
return correct_matches;

Algorithm 2: The followed matching procedure between two images. The
procedure is the same for LP-RDFT and all the competing descriptors.

4.2.3 The procedure of comparison

The measures we use for the evaluation are repeatability [92, 60] and recall
against 1 - precision [91]. Repeatability shows how good is a method to find
correct matches considering possible correct matches and it is a percentage.
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Recall against 1 - precision plots show how important is the quantity of cor-
rect matches found by a method considering the quantity of false matches.
Repeatability and recall are relevant measures, though recall is expressed into
space [0, 1]. 1 - precision is also expressed in space [0, 1]. The manner we calcu-
late 1 - precision is different by the way described in [91]. In [91], 1 - precision
is calculated with respect to the total number of matches between two images.
We reduce this number to the total matches that can occur only with keypoints
that exist in both images. This changes the form of the curves that we created
for recall versus 1 - precision compared to the ones seen in [91], where the
curves tend to expand from low reacal and 1 - precision towards high recall
and high 1 - precision. The curves of In [91] show that while more matches
than can be really made correctly are allowed to happen, the precision of this
matching is low. This is expected because if for example we use keypoints that
are not existing in the second image, these keypoints can be matched to other
keypoints in the second image incorrectly. The curves we create do not always
give smooth curves and they are interpreted by looking at the the area they are
spread in the graph. The curves we create show the amount of correct matches
that can be obtained with the keypoints existing in both images and with how
much precision. Also, it must be mentioned that the number of matches from
keypoints existing in both images is more related in size to the real correspon-
dences number than to the total matches number from all keypoints in the
images. Though different, the curves we created do not undermine the rank-
ing of descriptors as can be found in the literature.

The formulas for repeatability, recall and 1 - precision (the way we calculate
it), are:

repeatability =
correct matches

possible matches
(21)

recall =
correct matches

true correct matches
(22)

1− precision =
false matches

correct matches+ false matches
(23)

with 1 - precision formula computed only for the keypoints existing in both
images.

We use the Euclidean distance for the matching of the descriptor vectors. For
all the descriptors except NSD, we use the OpenCV library [14]. For NSD we
use the source code provided by the authors. The parameters for the descrip-
tors are kept in their default values, trusting that their authors and developers
have made the best choices. For LP-RDFT, after exhaustive experimentation on
the dataset with the mentioned measures, we concluded that the best perfor-
mance was given by combining LP vectors of length 7 (so 7 exploited pyramid
levels) with RDFT from samples at radius 5 pixels around the LP coordinates
for the higher 4 of the 7 exploited pyramid levels. These choices create a de-
scriptor vector of only 27 elements. In order to compare vector lengths, the
smallest descriptors in the rest of the testing set are the binary descriptors
ORB and BRIEF with 256 binary elements (bits) stored in 32 bytes (OpenCV
implementation). For each descriptor we use the proposed by their authors
or developers detector for keypoint detection in the images. For LP-RDFT, we
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collected keypoints with the DoG method on the levels of the created image
pyramid.

4.2.4 Textured images

We use the Affine Covariant Features benchmark dataset [91] for the experi-
ments. The test is keypoint matching between images. The testing protocol is
comparing the first image in each one of the different case folders with the rest
of the images in the same case folder. The procedure of matching keypoints
between two images is briefly presented with algorithm 2. The images in this
dataset are characterized with a lot of texture, meaning that there are a lot
of variations on the image signal that provide rich information for its content.
The results of keypoint matching is shown in 8 figures, numbers 25 to 32. Each
figure has 2 plots, one plot with the repeatability measure for each pair of com-
pared images (image 1 to another image in the same case folder, characterized
by an index number) and one plot with the recall against 1 - precision.

As we can see from the figures 25 and 26, for the cases of increasing blur
(“bikes”and “trees”), LP-RDFT works very well compared to the state of the
art, with competitive rates for both correct and false matches as depicted by
the repeatability and recall against 1 - precision plots. Actually in figure 26

for the set “trees”, LP-RDFT outperforms the other methods. In both cases, LP-
RDFT outperforms SIFT. Figure 32 for the case of increasing JPEG compression
(“ubc”), shows that LP-RDFT has a very competitive performance compared to
the state of the art, with high readability and not many false matches. For high
JPEG compression, LP-RDFT outperforms all other descriptors. These results
show that LP-RDFT performs very good when information is lost due to bad
resolution or compression, regardless of its very small vector length.

Figures 27 and 28, for the cases of viewpoint changes (“graf”and “wall”),
the proposed method works relatively lower compared to the state of the
art. Though, LP-RDFT has relatively low false positives as show by the re-
call against 1 - precision plot. Figures 29 and 30 for zoom and rotation changes
(“bark”and “boat”), show also lower results than the state of the art. Finally,
figure 31 for the case of decreasing light (“leuven”), shows that the proposed
method has lower performance compared to the state of the art.

The conclusion is that LP-RDFT performs competitively to the state of the
art with a very small vector of only 27 elements, especially when the higher
frequencies of an image are lost. It works well for blur and JPEG compression,
which are relevant to scaling of the image. On the contrary, it is weaker than
other methods at viewpoint changes and light variations.

4.2.5 Textureless images

Textureless images are a difficult subject in image description and due to the
lack of obvious interesting information. Usually, these images are character-
ized by lack of meaningful texture (they may have noise, which can be consid-
ered as meaningless texture), smooth edges and large homogeneous areas. In
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Figure 25: Affine Covariant Features dataset - Blur (“bikes”). Keypoint matching of
image 1 to the rest.

Figure 26: Affine Covariant Features dataset - Blur (“trees”). Keypoint matching of
image 1 to the rest.
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Figure 27: Affine Covariant Features dataset - Viewpoint (“graf”). Keypoint matching
of image 1 to the rest.

Figure 28: Affine Covariant Features dataset - Viewpoint (“wall”). Keypoint matching
of image 1 to the rest.
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Figure 29: Affine Covariant Features dataset - Zoom + rotation (“bark”). Keypoint
matching of image 1 to the rest.

Figure 30: Affine Covariant Features dataset - Zoom + rotation (“boat”). Keypoint
matching of image 1 to the rest.
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Figure 31: Affine Covariant Features dataset - Light (“leuven”). Keypoint matching of
image 1 to the rest.

Figure 32: Affine Covariant Features dataset - JPEG compression (“ubc”). Keypoint
matching of image 1 to the rest.
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order to make a more general testing of the descriptors we have studied in the
previous section, we collected a set of images from the MIRFLICKR Retrieval
Evaluation dataset [56] with these characteristics. The collected textureless im-
ages shown in figure 33.

Figure 33: Images from MIRFLICKR Retrieval Evaluation dataset with low texture
information.

The tests include rotation of the images from 0◦ to 180◦ every 30◦ and scaling
of the images from 4 times bigger to 4 times smaller with scale factor

√
2. The

relevant figures are 34 and 35. The same measures are used for evaluation.
All compared descriptors are used in the same way as before. Concerning
the proposed descriptor, we use another shorter version of LP-RDFT due to
the size of the images. Also, the radius, where we collect the samples for the
RDFT, is a little bigger; 6 pixels instead of 5. Again, the parameters are chosen
after exhaustive tests. We use two element long LP vectors, so two exploited
levels on the image pyramid, and the Fourier information from only the one
highest of the 2 used pyramid levels. The final vector is a tiny with only 7
elements!

From the plots we see that all methods do not work at their best, with low re-
call and repeatability. The low recall against 1 - precision measures shows that
there are not many keypoints detected, so the matching has been performed
with very low numbers of keypoints. Surprisingly, for all descriptors except
LP-RDFT, the matching performance on the same image (original image to its
self) is very low. This can be explained by the lack of meaningful signal in-
formation in this images that causes many of the descriptor features to look
alike and cause false matches. The proposed method performs almost perfect
for matching on the original image, which shows that it can handle low qual-
ity information. Its performance though deteriorates with rotation and scaling.
For small rotations and scale changes the repeatability of LP-RDFT is the best
among all descriptors.
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Figure 34: Rotation tests for the collected textureless images from MIRFLICKR
dataset.

Figure 35: Scaling tests for the collected textureless images from MIRFLICKR dataset.

4.2.6 How different is the LP-RDFT detector from the SIFT detector?

Both LP-RDFT and SIFT descriptors create a scale space with a Gaussian pyra-
mid algorithm. SIFT is the oldest descriptor in our experimental list, but still
one of the most successful in the state of the art, that also uses a Gaussian
pyramid and the DoG method to collect keypoints. Therefore, we take a closer
look to the detection method of SIFT in order to compare it with the one of
LP-RDFT.

As the two pyramid algorithms are different, it is expected from the start
that the keypoints will be different in quantity. But how much different in
quantity are the collected keypoints for LP-RDFT and SIFT? We make a simple
experiment and we can easily see the difference: for the same image, taken
from the Affine Covariant Features dataset, SIFT finds more keypoints. This
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can be easily seen by comparing figures 36 and 37. The pyramid algorithm of
SIFT allows the calculation of keypoints very close to the borders of the image,
while the pyramid algorithm we use for LP-RDFT does not allow it due to the
border effects(section 3.3). But most importantly, we can see that SIFT can find
keypoints in more scales than LP-RDFT. This is true because SIFT uses octaves
of scales, each octave having several intervals of intermediate scales. An octave
corresponds to a group of adjacent scales so that the last scale in this group is
double the last scale of the previous octave. Each interval of an octave creates
a different pyramid level. The more intervals used per octave, the more levels
are created for the Gaussian pyramid of SIFT. Due to the particular structure of
the pyramid of SIFT, it can offer more keypoints than the pyramid of LP-RDFT.

Apart from their number, the quality of the keypoints is another important
issue. From a quick look on figures 36 and 37, we could say that the keypoints
of LP-RDFT seem to be more meaningful than those of SIFT. This can be more
obvious when zooming on a part of these two figures. In figure 36 for LP-
RDFT, we can see that the keypoints of LP-RDFT are either closer or exactly
on edges, corners or blobs. On the other hand, in figure 37 for SIFT, we can see
that some of the keypoints of SIFT appear scattered on image neighborhoods
that seem to be rather homogeneous for intensity. Although from the human
point of view these might seem strange, the detection procedure of SIFT is able
to capture very small perturbations of the image intensity and the description
procedure can recognize them correctly with significant probability. The ability
of the SIFT detector to find very small signal discontinuities is possible due to
the many levels of the SIFT pyramid with small difference in scale compared
to the levels of the LP-RDFT pyramid.

The efficiency of the keypoints should not be judged generically. The fact
that a detector can find very small perturbations of the image intensity does
not necessarily means that it suffers from noise in all cases. With images of
a modest resolution and clear content, SIFT has been proven to work very
efficiently by finding and matching keypoints even where humans fail to see
the resemblance between the two matched neighborhoods, as can be seen in
figure 40. SIFT is capable to recognize very small local patterns correctly. When
details are important, for example in the stitching of images for an image
panorama, this ability is very valuable. Then, if details are not an important
matter but computational time and storage in memory are more important, LP-
RDFT is a better choice. The pyramid of LP-RDFT can have much less levels
than the pyramid of SIFT and still provide enough keypoints and descriptor
vectors that are competing while significantly smaller than those of SIFT.

4.3 conclusions on local description

The experimental results on keypoint matching for textured images of the
Affine Covariant Features benchmark dataset showed that LP-RDFT works
efficiently having a very small vector length. LP-RDFT outperforms the state
of the art for scale changes and image changes relevant to scaling, like increas-
ing blur and JPEG compression. Further testing on the textureless images of
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Figure 36: LP-RDFT keypoints. The keypoints are represented as yellow circles with
their diameter relevant to the scale where they are detected.

Figure 37: SIFT keypoints. The keypoints are represented as yellow circles with their
diameter relevant to the scale where they are detected.
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Figure 38: A closer look to LP-RDFT keypoints. This is a part from the upper left
side of figure 36. The keypoints detected on the Gaussian pyramid of LP-
RDFT capture important intensity perturbations. Therefore, they are more
often closer or on edges, corners or blobs. The keypoints are represented
as yellow circles with their diameter relevant to the scale where they are
detected.

Figure 39: A closer look to SIFT keypoints. This is a part from the upper left side
of figure 37. The keypoints detected on the Gaussian pyramid of SIFT can
capture either important or very small intensity perturbations. Therefore,
keypoints can be found either closer or on edges, corners and blobs but
also on areas that for humans look rather homogeneous. The keypoints are
represented as yellow circles with their diameter relevant to the scale where
they are detected.
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Figure 40: This image is an example of the SIFT implementation from the VLFeat li-
brary. The green circles are the keypoint with their diameter being relevant
to the scale where they were found and the green line in each circle in-
dicates the orientation of the keypoint. SIFT can find and match keypoints
that are hard for a human to identify, for example at the region of the image
where there is the sky. Image taken from [135]

the MIRFLICKR Retrieval Evaluation dataset showed that LP-RDFT beats the
state of the art for small values of rotation and scaling but its performances
deteriorates for larger values. The most important fact is that the vector size
of LP-RDFT for the textureless images tests is particularly tiny having just 7
elements.

The results reveal that LP-RDFT can be a solution for local description when
the memory cost is a very important issue. It is obvious that every description
method has its advantages and disadvantages, working very good in some
cases and less good in others, always in relation to the rest of the tested meth-
ods. Therefore, a method that works with similar efficiency to the state of the
art but with small vector lengths can be rather useful.

In the next chapter, we will view LP-RDFT working on a shape description
task in order to be tested for its efficiency and ability to adjust to global de-
scription.
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Nous évaluons le pouvoir discriminant du descripteur proposé en l’utilisant
dans un détecteur Adaboost pour piétons, que nos comparons à un détecteur
Adaboost utilisant des descripteurs HOG. Les résultats montrent que notre
méthode peut avoir un taux de détection compétitif pour la base de données
INRIA Person, pour laquelle le descripteur HOG s’est montré particulière-
ment efficace. Notre méthode fonctionne avec des descripteurs de longueur
de vecteur 8 fois plus petite, ce qui la rend appropriée pour les applications à
faible puissance de calcul.



5
PAT T E R N D E T E C T I O N W I T H L P - R D F T

5.1 detecting the visual pattern of people

In this chapter, we will test the capability of LP-RDFT to be used as a global
descriptor for the detection of visual patterns, i.e. shapes of objects, in images.
We will make experiments with a very usual but still not easy class of objects,
which is people in images. Figure 41 is a generalized representation of system
constructed for a visual pattern detection.

Figure 41: A visual system for pattern detection. The green nodes are the steps of the
system where LP-RDFt is involved.

Our experiments will involve “pedestrian”detection, meaning people stand-
ing and walking. Detecting people in images is difficult because of the large
variety of appearances that can result from variation in pose, clothing and illu-
mination. For many applications, people must be detected within complex real
world backgrounds in the presence of occlusions, diverse illumination condi-
tions and viewing angles. While it is possible to construct a detector using a
very large set of non-invariant local features that cover the space of possible
appearances, the very large number of features required for such a detector
results in a very high computational cost. An alternative approach is to project
the overall appearance of an object at multiple scales onto a feature vector
that is robust to appearance changes (small rotations, illumination, partial oc-
clusion, etc.). When dense descriptors are used for global description (global
because we capture an object’s shape as a whole on a window with fixed size),
the drawback is the lack of invariance. The use of local descriptors overcomes
the invariance problems but increases the computational cost as the local de-
scriptors must be shown to be correlated in a particular manner in order to
describe a true human form. For the experiments, we create a detector that
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captures the appearance of humans based on global form rather than match-
ing individual parts.

We employ LP-RDFT descriptor to construct a detector with Adaboost for
detecting people in images. We compare the resulting detector to a detector
constructed using HOG (subsection 2.4.2.2) on the INRIA Person dataset [30].
Some sample images are shown in figure 42. Our experiments show that a
detector with LP-RDFT descriptor can perform similarly to a HOG detector
using descriptor vectors that are more than 8 times shorter.

Figure 42: Some of the test images from INRIA Person dataset. As it can be seen by the
example images, a person’s pattern, meaning the shape of a person, can be
very diverse and also very “mixed”with the background. These facts make
this detection problem hard to solve.

5.2 the histogram of oriented gradients descriptor for people

detection

We use the OpenCV library version of HOG giving 37804 elements for a HOG
descriptor vector. In experiments, Dalal and Triggs found that the most ef-
fective descriptor for detecting humans was obtained using histograms of 9

gradient orientations computed within a 3× 3 grid of 6× 6 cells. This provides
a vector of 2916 features. Though, usually the existing implementations con-
cerning the INRIA Person dataset provide vectors of 3780 elements extracted
on a grid of 16× 16 blocks of 8× 8 cells. We use the default values for the
parameters from the OpenCV library implementation which were customized
for the INRIA Person dataset. Additionally, the HOG descriptor we use makes
gamma correction the image before extracting features. In comparison to the
LP-RDFT descriptor that we use, the final descriptors of LP-RDFT are more
than 8 times smaller in length and do not make any gamma correction to the
image before being extracted.

5.3 deciding on a detector

Two popular approaches for building detectors are SVM [25] and Adaboost [41].
The usual scheme for object detection is to slide a window over an image and
collect subimages known as patches. Patches are the input test images to clas-
sification methods and have the same size as the training images. The coordi-
nates of the collected patches are known. When a patch is classified, we know
if we found the desired object according to the probability indicated by the
classification method. The SVM is a non-probablistic binary classifier [25] that
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is well suited for detecting visual classes in images. The original learning al-
gorithm for support vector machines assumes the existence of a set of labeled
training data such that the feature vectors for the two classes are separable by
a set of linear surfaces (hyperplanes). The SVM learning algorithm selects a
minimal subset of the training samples to define a separating hyperplane that
provides the largest margin between the two sets. The method can be applied
to any two separable classes by using a kernel function to project the fea-
tures into a space where the classes can be separated by a hyperplane. Recent
extensions using “soft margins”allow this the learning algorithm to use non-
separable training data [43]. The primary advantage of SVM is that it is well
suited to problems with very large training sets, as the resulting classifier uses
only a small subset of the training data and requires relatively low computa-
tional power compared to more complex techniques. When used for detecting
visual classes, an important disadvantage of SVM is that the trade-off between
false positive and false negative detections is difficult to control.

An alternative to the SVM is provided by the AdaBoost learning algorithm [41].
Adaboost sequentially learns a committee of linear classifiers, such that each
classifier is based on a weighted version of the training data, such that the
weights increase the importance of training samples that were misclassified by
the previous classifiers. It can be shown that any arbitrary ratio of false posi-
tive and false negative can be achieved by continuing to add linear classifiers
to the committee. Therefore, Adaboost has the advantage to create a better
optimized final classifier/ detector.

In our experiments we use an Adaboost based algorithm named Boostexter.
Its open-source implementation is named ICSIBoost [33], which implements
Adaboost over one-level decision trees and can work for either discrete and
continuous attributes. This Adaboost algorithm is a well performing and fast
method that has the advantage to create efficient detectors in order to per-
form experiments very easily [61, 71, 143, 1]. Our focus has been to compare
the effectiveness of our image descriptor to that of detectors constructed with
HOG features on pedestrian detection. As the HOG descriptor is proven very
efficient for this purpose on INRIA Person dataset, our aim is to see how the
proposed method can work on this task compared to HOG.

5.4 experimental method and data

5.4.1 Building the detection procedure

We used the positive and negative training images from the INRIA Person
dataset to train each of the two methods. Images of humans in this dataset are
represented by patches of 64× 128 pixels. We generated additional negative
patches, so we have 2416 positive patches (images containing pedestrians) and
12180 negative images. We separate 600 positive and 2000 negative patches for
composing a development image set (a validation set that helps to optimize the
detector parameters) in order to better train the detector and we use the rest
as the training set. We create all detectors with the same number of iterations
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(weak classifiers), in particular 100 iterations for each detector. All trained de-
tectors have the same length but the descriptor features used are not the same
length, with LP-RDFT having significantly less vector elements than HOG.

We then use HOG and LP-RDFT to extract descriptor vectors that describe
each patch. The descriptor vector is extracted by using the full sized patch,
so we have global description of the patches. As we mention above, we useThe HOG descriptor

for a patch the OpenCV library version of HOG in its default values which gives 3780
elements for a 64× 128 patch (section 5.2). We examine two versions of the
LP-RDFT. The two versions differ on collecting samples for the RDFT on the
Gaussian or the Laplacian pyramid, as explained in section 3.5.1. Eventually,
we use the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) [34] curves to compare the
performance of each method.

5.4.1.1 LP-RDFT for pedestrian detection

In order to create the LP-RDFT patch descriptors, we first created a Gaussian
pyramid for each patch using a Gaussian filter of σ =

√
2, as explained in

section 3.3. For a 64× 128 patch we receive a pyramid of 7 levels. We keepThe global
LP-RDFT descriptor

for a patch
until the fifth level and discard the rest on top as they are dominated by border
effects. For the rest of the 5 levels we create a grid of 16× 16 cells while keeping
in mind to avoid the border effects. For each cell we find the center. Staring
from a cell on a level, we collect an LP vector of length 3 elements from the
sample at the center of this cell and on corresponding coordinates at two more
adjacent levels. For the first 3 levels, we calculate the 3-element-long LP vectors,
starting from a level towards the higher levels. For the rest 2 higher levels, we
calculate the 3-element-long LP vectors starting form a level towards the lower
levels of the pyramid. This way we impose very dense description on the patch
by using several local descriptors with overlapping support areas. Around
each LP element, we calculate the RDFT at the closest possible neighborhood
of samples, which is the 4 neighbors at radius = 1. From the 4 neighbors x0,x1,
x2, x3, we take 4 Fourier coefficients X0,X1, X2, X4. We collect the magnitudes
of X0, X1, X2 and additionally we collect the phase element of X1. For further
explanations, RDFT is explained in section 3.5. The phase elements for each
local cell descriptor will offer additional discrimination power concerning the
shape segment of the human shape that each one of them describe. Each cell
descriptor is normalized separately from the others with the L2-norm. The
ensemble of the local cell descriptors for each patch gives the final LP-RDFT
patch descriptor.

5.4.2 Results on INRIA Person dataset

The ROC curve in figure 43 shows the results for the three detectors. Testing
was performed with the testing set image from the INRIA Person dataset. The
ROC curves were made counting the True positive (TP) and False positive (FP)
rates. The TP rate is also known as the detection rate of a detector.

We used a sliding window approach for detection, searching for people at
multiple resolutions with a window size of 64×128 pixels. The sliding window
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was moved horizontally and vertically in steps of 8 pixels. The test images were
repeatedly resized by 90% and tested until the resized image became smaller
than 64× 128 pixels. When a window is identified as positive, it is compared
to the groundtruth data and if the overlap at least 60%, it is recorded as a true
positive. Otherwise, it is recorded as false positive. We ensure that all windows
covering the same person are counted only once. A generilized version of the
procedure is summarized with algorithm 3.

Figure 43: ROC for the techniques. Detection rate refers to true positive detections and
False positive rate refers to false positive.

Figure 43 reveals that the detector using HOG and the detectors using the
two versions of LP-RDFT have similar TP rates but the LP-RDFT detectors
have less good FP rates. Of course, the values of TP rates and FP rates can be
raised for all detectors if we change the thresholds of the detection, like the
overlapping percentage with the groundtruth or the detection step, but this
is not the purpose of this experiment. Although the FP rates are less good
for the detectors of LP-RDFT, the length of the descriptors used in the detec-
tors compensate for the performance. The HOG descriptors used have 3780
elements per patch and the LP-RDFT descriptors used have 466 elements per
patch each. This is 8.11 times smaller vectors for the LP-RDFT descriptors per
patch. This advantage could be very valuable for applications that need high
detection rates while accuracy is not that much of a problem and involve low
computational power.

Comparing the results of the two detectors using LP-RDFT we see that the
results are pretty similar. LP-RDFT with sampling on the Laplacian pyramid
for the RDFT has better FP rate values for higher values of the TP rate. This
was expected as Laplacian values contain more information than simple in-
tensity values, as explained in section 3.5.1 for further explanation. Though
sampling an area on the Laplacian pyramid for the RDFT can be used only for
applications as this one, where the sampling neighborhoods are minimal. The
problem for wider sampling areas the Laplacian of it will show only edges
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and keypoints. On the other hand, LP-RDFT with sampling on the Gaussian
pyramid for the RDFT has only slightly less good performance and can be con-
sider equally useful. The two version of LP-RDFT show similar performance
and can be both similarly used. Though in order to respect the principal we
have set to create a unique method for all applications, we propose that the
version of LP-RDFT with sampling on the Gaussian pyramid for the RDFT
should be preferred.

5.4.3 Conclusions on Pattern Detection

We have evaluated the discriminant power of the proposed descriptor by using
it to compute two different Adaboost detector for pedestrians in images and
comparing it to an Adaboost detector using the HOG descriptor. The results
revealed that our proposed method can have competitive detection rate to the
HOG descriptor on the INRIA Person dataset, for which the HOG descriptor
have been proved extremely efficient. Our method performs with more than 8
times small descriptor vector length, a fact which makes it suitable for appli-
cations with low computational power.

In the next chapter we see experiments on reflection symmetry detection
with a technique that integrates our proposed method.
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Parameters:
size SZ = the size of the desired pattern;
Data types:
image p = a patch (cropped imagette) of size SZ;
% ppos (positive) contains the desired pattern and pneg (negative) does
not. %

Training
Input data: a set TRAINSET of positive and negative p;
Output: a trained CLAS = a binary classifier that evaluates a p as positive
or negative;
for each p in TRAINSET do

compute a global descriptor vector (subsection 5.4.1);
end
train CLAS with the global descriptors from the TRAINSET ;
return CLAS;

Testing
Additional parameters:
counter TP = No. of ppos evaluated as positive (True Positives);
counter FP = No. of pneg evaluated as positive (False Positives);
counter TN = No. of pneg evaluated as negative (True Negatives);
counter FN = No. of ppos evaluated as negative (False Negatives);
Input data: image im = an input image of a scene;
Output: TP, FP, TN, FN;
while the im size is bigger than SZ do

scale im to smaller sizes;
for each d pixels in both directions of im do

crop a p;
compute a global descriptor vector for the cropped p;
if CLAS evaluates the cropped p as positive then

if the groundtruth indicates the cropped p as positive then
increment TP;

else
increment FP;

end
else

if the groundtruth indicates the cropped p as negative then
increment TN;

else
increment FN;

end
end

end
end
return TP, FP, TN, FN;

Algorithm 3: The followed procedure for detecting a pattern in an image. The
procedure is the same for both LP-RDFT and HOG.







DÉTECTION DE SYMETRIE DE RÉFLEXION AVEC LP-RDFT

Utilisant le descripteur LP-RDFT, nous avons créé une nouvelle technique
pour la détection de symétrie de réflexion dans les images. LP-RDFT décrit la
forme indépendamment de l’orientation, et conserve les informations d’orienta-
tion séparément afin de mesurer la quantité de symétrie de la zone décrite.
Comparé à l’état de l’art, la notre technique est la première qui n’utilise pas
le gradients de l’image. Elle est aussi la première à trouver des symétries sans
calcul explicite de l’image inversée. En outre, nous avons introduit des con-
traintes capables de filtrer les meilleures et plus proches correspondances de
point-clés qui correspondent aux axes de symétrie possibles. De plus, nous
avons fourni la formule RSM qui est adaptée à LP-RDFT. Les résultats suiv-
ent les performances de l’état de l’art. Cependant, nous pensons que les per-
formances médiocres des algorithmes automatiques s’expliquent par le biais
des opérateurs humains qui ont fourni la vérité de terrain. Notre principale
contribution concerne à la vue générale du problème avec l’introduction de
nouveaux critères pour la détection de réflexion de symétrie.



6
R E F L E C T I O N S Y M M E T RY D E T E C T I O N W I T H L P - R D F T

6.1 introduction to reflection symmetry

Symmetry generally refers to the repetition of a pattern and can appear in all
possible scales and patterns in nature. It plays an important role for human
vision by helping to extract meaningful information from the background, for
example recognize a skyscraper as a structured set of single windows or tell a
butterfly from a flower [82]. Symmetry detection has proved to be a highly de-
manding problem for computer vision, despite the fact that there are already
a number of successful algorithms for image description and pattern recogni-
tion. Even though, several techniques have been proposed specifically for this
purpose, there is still much room for further improvement.

There are four basic types of symmetry: reflection symmetry, rotation sym-
metry, translation symmetry and glide-reflection symmetry [82]. We focus on
reflection symmetry, also known as mirror symmetry. In simple words, this
type of symmetry refers to the opposite similarity of the half part of a pattern
to the other half of this same pattern, across an imaginary line segment that
separates the two halves. This line segment is called a symmetry axis. Figure 45

gives an outline of reflection symmetry detection system and the steps of the
system where we propose new ideas.

6.1.1 Image description for Reflection Symmetry detection

The most recent state of the art for reflection symmetry consists of 5 techniques.
The technique of Loy et al [85] is the oldest but still the most effective. Loy’s
technique has been used as the baseline algorithm for reflection symmetry at
the IEEE CVPR2013 Competition [80]. The technique creates symmetric com-
binations of keypoint matches with SIFT [84], which the authors name constel-
lations of features. Keypoints are firstly collected on the original image. Then
the image is flipped about the y (or x) axis and new descriptors are collected.

Figure 44: Groundtruth examples of reflection symmetry from the IEEE CVPR2013
Competition [82]. The blue line segments are the reflection symmetry axes
that separate the symmetric patterns into the two parts, the one part being
the reflection of the other.

101
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The matches for the constellations are made between the two sets of keypoints.
The most symmetric matches are selected by measuring the amount of symme-
try that they include. The measurement is made by a formula that evaluates
the angle, the scale difference and the distance between the two keypoints of a
match. The result of the formula is named symmetry magnitude Mij, where i
and j refer to the two keypoints of a match. Every match votes for a potential
symmetry axis in Hough space, each vote weighted by the Mij magnitude of
each match. The most popular axes are accepted as possible symmetry axes.
We used this technique for experimental comparison.

The other four state of the art techniques, compared with the baseline algo-
rithm, have sometimes slightly better performance but most of the time they
are less good. Michaelsen et al. [89] propose the evaluation of clusters of Gestal-
ten [141] using SIFT features in order to search for reflection symmetry axes
in images. Patraucean et al. [109] use the SIFT constellations of the baseline
algorithm on candidate patches selected by a statistical procedure based on
the a contrario theory. Kondra et al. [72] measure the correlation of patches
taken on SIFT keypoints. Adluru et al. [2] create star shaped directed graphs
of symmetric edgelets in an attempt to encode a symmetric object by its edges.
All of these techniques, the same as the baseline, are gradient based. None of
them can clearly outperform the baseline algorithm, especially with the most
updated symmetry detection test dataset from [80].

The new proposed technique for detecting reflection symmetry in images
employs LP-RDFT. The descriptor is calculated on keypoints in an image and
performs matching among these keypoints (keypoint matching on the same
image). Avoiding the flipping of the image and the recomputation of new de-
scriptors reduces complexity for the overall technique. This is possible because
LP-RDFT can capture shape independently of orientation. Another advantage
for using LP-RDFT, is that it captures shape in different proportions and reso-
lutions on a range of different image scales. Therefore, it is expected to capture
symmetry as symmetry is mainly defined by reflecting shapes. The major inno-
vation towards reflection symmetry detection is the use of an image descriptor
not based on gradients. LP-RDFT uses Laplacian of Gaussian and frequencies.
As suggested in [85], we also share the belief that a descriptor encoding shapes
is suitable for reflection symmetry detection and so we tested LP-RDFT on this
task.

The detection of reflection symmetry is made by detecting the possible axes
of reflection symmetry. The axes detection is made by a carefully structured
procedure inspired by the properties of reflection symmetry. The principal
behind using LP-RDFT for this task is that the automatic tuning of parame-
ters to an image, which is easy with LP-RDFT, practically fits an algorithm
interactively to each new image and gives more chances to correct detections.
Accordingly, the technique is designed to consider the image size and number
of keypoint matches, as explained later in this chapter. We follow the concept
of the symmetry magnitude from [85] while replacing SIFT with LP-RDFT.
We thus achieve comparable performance to the state of the art with a new
technique that brings several innovations to the subject of reflection symmetry
detection.
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Figure 45: A simplified representation of the visual system for reflection symmetry
detection. The green nodes are the steps of the system that the proposed
technique is involved in.

6.2 a new technique for reflection symmetry detection

6.2.1 Adjusting the LP-RDFT features

The main advantages of LP-RDFT are that it is easily adjustable to several
description tasks and can have a very compact vector which makes it suit-
able for real time applications with low memory capacities. Another reason
why we test LP-RDFT for reflection symmetry detection is that it can describe
shape independently of orientation while keeping separately the orientation
information in the feature vector for later using it to determine the amount of
symmetry involved. Therefore, LP-RDFT is a good candidate for this task. We
can collect feature vectors on an image, make the matching of these features
among them without needing to flip the image and recompute features as the
baseline algorithm, and then use the orientation information to find out which
of the matches are symmetric in order to propose a good symmetry axis.

To create an LP-RDFT feature vector, we use a Gaussian pyramid with a
Gaussian filter G(x,y, 2k/2), where k is the number of the pyramid level. In
this case, we use 8 neighbors around each LP value and we compute linearly
the RDFT on these 8 neighbors. Also, the 8 neighbors were collected on the
Gaussian image pyramid. Exhaustive experiments showed that the RDFT of
8 neighbors at radius 5 collected on the Gaussian pyramid provided the best
results. From the 8 neighbors x0,x1, ..., x7, we take 8 Fourier coefficients X0,X1,
..., X7. From these coefficients, we collect the absolute value of X0, the sign
of X4 and the magnitudes of X1,X2 and X3. The collection of these values is
meaningful due to the properties of these coefficients. The absolute value of X0
(which is actually its magnitude) and the sign of X4 are a measure of the sum
of intensities of the 8 neighbors, while the magnitudes of X1,X2 and X3 provide
important frequency information. The X5,X6 and X7 coefficients were not used
due to the properties of the Fourier Transform that make them carry the same
information as the X1,X2 and X3. We discard the phase elements which are
sensitive to rotation changes in the image signal but we need to keep at least
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Figure 46: The creation of an LP-RDFT feature vector. The final descriptor vector con-
sists of the LP, magnitude information from the RDFT around each LP el-
ement and one phase element. The vector is normalized with the L2-norm
to improve robustness to illumination except the phase element at the end
of the vector.

one phase element in order to detect the existence of reflection symmetry. To
do this, we gather all the phase elements computed with all the magnitudes
of X1,X2 and X3 coefficients around all the elements of the LP vector. Then we
keep only one of these elements, the one that belongs to the Fourier coefficient
with the highest magnitude value. This phase element is an indication of the
orientation of the support are of an LP-RDFT vector.

The final descriptor vector is the concatenation of the LP vector, the RDFT
magnitude information and the largest phase element. We normalize the vec-
tor with the L2-norm to improve robustness to illumination but we exclude
from the normalization the phase element at the end of the vector. We need
the phase element with its original value. Figure 46 is an illustration of the
construction of an LP-RDFT descriptor vector constructed as explained.

6.2.2 The overall technique using LP-RDFT

6.2.2.1 Collecting keypoints on an image.

We collect keypoints on the original image with the DoG method on the Half-
Octave Gaussian pyramid. In comparison with the baseline algorithm, we do
not need to flip the image and recompute descriptors in order to find symmet-
ric matches. This fact reduces complexity in the technique.

6.2.2.2 Computing LP-RDFT feature vectors on the keypoints.

LP-RDFT features capture shape independently of orientation information
while keeping a phase element (that indicates orientation) separately at the
end of the vector. This phase element can then be used for selecting the most
symmetric matches. The size of the LP-RDFT features used in each image is
variable. It depends by the size of the image and the Gaussian pyramid that
is created by this image. A larger image creates a pyramid with more levels.
There, it is possible to create longer LP-RDFT vectors, and consequently more
powerful. Experiments show that a logical descriptor length with good per-
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formance is taken when using dK/3e levels of the pyramid to construct the
descriptor, where K is the total number of created levels in the pyramid.

6.2.2.3 Performing matching between the LP-RDFT feature vectors.

We perform the keypoint matching using the Euclidean distance among the
same set of collected keypoints on the image. The matching is performed with
the LP-RDFT features vectors without using their last element, which is the
phase element that indicates orientation.

6.2.2.4 Keeping the closest best matches than the first best.

At this point, we introduce the idea of keeping the second best match for a key-
point if the distance (in pixels) between the keypoints of this match is smaller.
This idea derives from the fact that human perception makes more sense from
symmetric patterns when they are closer to the symmetry axis [131]. In the
case of more that one symmetry axis existing in an image, this procedure of se-
lecting less similar keypoints but closer to each other provides denser clusters
of symmetric matches that indicate more precisely the respective symmetry
axes. This assumption works very well when there are more than one symme-
try axes in an image because it helps to clear up the clusters of matches that
belong to each axis. In case of a single symmetry axis in an image, this assump-
tion might not be very helpful, especially in case of images that the symmetric
pattern stretches in the whole image, like the last image in figure 44.

6.2.2.5 The matches must not be too close or too far.

Another constraint we set is that the keypoints of a match must not be too
close to each other, so their descriptor vectors could overlap, and not too far
away, for example close to the edges of the image. If we let the descriptor
vectors’ support areas of two matched keypoints overlap, the support area
around these two keypoints would not be symmetric but just similar. Matched
keypoints that are too far away on the image tend to be less significant for
symmetry [131], as already discussed in the previous paragraph. Therefore, we
further threshold the matches by discarding those matches whose descriptor
vectors’ support area overlap and matches that their keypoints are more distant
than the half of the image diagonal. Finally, a third constraint according to the
proximity of keypoints for matching concerns the difference in scale where the
two keypoints can be found. We decided that a reasonable difference in scale
would be at most one time the resizing factor of the pyramid algorithm, so a
difference of one pyramid level.

6.2.2.6 Introducing the Reflection Symmetry Magnitude measure.

After the collection of keypoint matches, we need to discard those matches that
do not include any symmetry. In order to measure symmetry, [85] proposed
a formula for calculating a symmetry magnitude geared to SIFT vectors. We
adapted this idea and adjust it to the LP-RDFT descriptor vectors. We refer
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to the new proposed measure as Reflection Symmetry Magnitude (RSM). We
use letters a and b to refer to the two keypoints of a match. The RSMab of a
match is the product of three values, Fab which measures angular symmetry
indicated by phase elements, Sab which measures scale similarity and Dab
which gives a weight to the distance between keypoint a and keypoint b. The
formula is:

RSMab = Fab × Sab ×Dab (24)

where Fab, Sab and Dab:

Fab =
π− |pha − phb|

π
(25)

where pha and phb are the phase elements in radians from the LP-RDFT
feature vectors on keypoint a and keypoint b. The phase elements must not
be the same or too close, because thius means that the described areas around
two keypoints are identical, not symmetric. The two phase elements should
have a difference of half a circle in order to describe symmetric signals.

Sab =
1

1+ |σa − σb|
(26)

where σa and σb refer to the level of the image pyramid where the keypoints
a and b were collected. This way, matches on the same level are favored.

Dab =
diag

distab
(27)

where diag is the image diagonal and distab is the distance between keypoint
a and keypoint b. After calculating the RSM for each match, we keep only a
subset of the matches with the best magnitude. A meaningful subset would be
1/3 of the matches. If the 1/3 for an image is a very small number we keep all
of the matches.

6.2.2.7 Using the Hough space for lines to detect Symmetry Axes.

We use the matches from the previous step to vote for possible symmetry axes
in a Hough space [31]. Each match proposes a line that passes perpendicularly
from the midpoint between its two keypoints. This line can be represented
in the rθ polar coordinate system and vote this way in a Hough table. Each
vote is weighted by the respective RSMab of a match. We follow the manner
of [85] and collect the local maxima of the Hough table after smoothing it with
a Gaussian filter. The maxima in the Hough table are the possible reflection
symmetry axes of the image.

6.2.2.8 Confidence score to select the best detected axes.

We assign a confidence score to each detected axis. The confidence score for
the detected axes of the baseline algorithm is the value of the local maxima
of the Hough table normalized by the value of the global maximum. We use
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another computation for the confidence score. We find the local maxima in
Hough space and we check again which matches indicate the detected axes.
The reason is that the votes of some matches were lost in the Gaussian smooth-
ing of the Hough table. These matches with the lost votes can now re-vote for
the detected axes from the Hough space. The confidence score is the number
of votes per detected axis normalized by the largest number of votes given for
an axis. Each match is allowed to vote only for one of the detected axes. The
confidence scores are necessary for creating the precision-recall curves in the
experiments section. We use the confidence scores to control the number of
correct detections by manually tuning a threshold in the space [0, 1]. A sum-
mary of the proposed procedure for reflection symmetry detection is given
with algorithm 4.

6.3 experiments

6.3.1 Validation framework

In this section we demonstrate the results of the proposed technique against
the baseline algorithm. Judging from the literature, the proposed baseline al-
gorithm in general outperforms the other methods. In a few cases during the
experiments shown, there are some small exceptions by one or the other tech-
nique where they work slightly better. Still the baseline algorithm works the
best in most of the cases and especially with the most updated symmetry
detection test dataset from [80]. Althought its results still can be improved,
it is a good competitor. The test dataset, the testing protocol and the source
code for the baseline algorithm are taken by the web site of the Symmetry
Detection from Real World Images Competition 2013 [80]. For each detected
symmetry axis DA, we measure the angle and the distance between it and
each groundtruth axis GT . The DA is matched to a GT if the angle between
them is angleDA,GT <= 10° and the distance between them is distDA,GT <=

0.2 ×min{length(DA), length(GT)}. A long GT can be matched by many
small DAs but one DA can only match the closest GT . True positives (TP)
are considered all the GTs that are matched by at least one DA, false positives
(FP) are considered the DAs that cannot match any GT and false negatives
(FN) are the GTs that are not matched by any DA. This three values are used
to calculate recall and precision by the following formulas:

precision = TP/(TP+ FP) (28)

recall = TP/(TP+ FN) (29)

In order to create points of the precision-recall curves in figures 47 and 49, we
manually tune a threshold in [0, 1] and each time we consider only those DAs
whose confidence scores are allowed.
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Parameters:
list KPim = all keypoints detected in an input image im;
point kpa = a keypoint (xa,ya,σa) in KPim;
list KPim’ = KPim excluding kp;
point kpb = a keypoint (xb,yb,σb) in KPim’;
Input data: image im = an input image of a scene;
Output: reflection symmetry axes in the image (the axes are line
segments);

compute LP-RDFT on all kp in KPim;
for each kpa in KPim do

for each kpb in KPim’ do
compare descriptor vectors of kpa and kpb;
if kpa and kpb are matched AND respect the characteristics of reflection
symmetry (subsections 6.2.2.4 and 6.2.2.5) then

keep the pair (kpa,kpb);
end

end
end
for each kept pair (kpa,kpb) do

compute the RSMab (subsection 6.2.2.6);
end
select only a part of the (kpa,kpb) with the best RSMab;
for each selected pair do

cast a vote in Hough space for a possible reflection symmetry axis,
weighted by the RSMab;

end
detect possible axes as maxima in the Hough space;
for each detected axis do

compute a confidence score;
end
return detected axes with the highest confidence scores;

Algorithm 4: The proposed procedure for reflection symmetry axes detection
in an image with LP-RDFT. The procedure for the baseline algorithm requires
the flipping of the image and the recomputation of descriptors in the new im-
age. The matching of symmetric pairs of keypoints for the baseline happens
between the two images. LP-RDFT does not require flipping of the image
because it allows the descriptor vectors to be independent of orientation. A
separate phase element kept for each descriptor vector can later be used in
the RSM formula to measure symmetry between matched keypoints.
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6.3.2 The IEEE CVPR2013 Competition dataset

The dataset contains four different sets of images concerning reflection sym-
metry. There are two sets with images containing a single symmetry axis, a
training set and a test set, and two sets with images containing multiple sym-
metry axes, again training set and test set. We used them appropriately. It is
worth mentioning that the groundtruth takes into account the human percep-
tion of symmetry. This means that for deciding on the existence of a symmetry
axis, the creators of the dataset considered those who make more sense to
humans. This constraint has an important impact on the results, seriously un-
dermining the performance of any algorithm [80, 89]. In figures 51 and 52 for
the proposed technique, we can see in some cases that the technique identifies
symmetry very differently from what humans think is symmetry. Still, this is
the most updated dataset for symmetry detection in images.

The creation of a more objective dataset for symmetry detection is a very
complicated matter. A dataset can be made considering symmetry more rel-
evant to the way computer algorithms identify symmetry. But then, even if
the typical measures for performance would show high values, the symmetry
detected in the images would probably make little sense to humans. For the
time being, it would be better if the evaluation of symmetry detection algo-
rithms should not be based only on the values of usual measures but also on
the actual results drawn on the images.

6.3.3 Results

We can see the precision-recall curves in figures 47 and 49. The baseline algo-
rithm has generally a better performance. But for the highest recall values that
the new technique reaches, it outperforms the baseline in both recall and pre-
cision. In figure 47, the new technique reaches high recall values with slightly
better precision than the baseline. It is also seen that when the baseline works
with higher but still modest precision, the recall is lower and also modest. In
figure 49, for medium recall the new technique works also with better preci-
sion. In the same figure, the baseline reaches higher recall but with very low
precision, which shows that there is very low certainty of the detections. These
results show that the proposed technique can compete with the baseline algo-
rithm though further improvement is necessary.

Regarding the idea of keeping the second best match (paragraph 6.2.2), this
worked correctly for multiple axes detection. This constraint helped to gather
symmetric matches closer together and indicate symmetry axes more precisely.
Examples of detections with both techniques can be seen in figure 50. For the
detections of the baseline, the respective keypoint matches are shown as dots of
the same color as the detected axis (source code given [80]). For the proposed
technique, we indicate the support area of each axis (area of the respective
matches) because we use more matches than the baseline and the images are
too crowded otherwise, as can be seen in figures 51 and 52. For the single
axis detection tests, the idea of keeping the second best match deteriorated
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Figure 47: Precision-recall curves for images with a single symmetry axis. For the high-
est possible recall that the new technique reaches, it outperforms the base-
line in both recall and precision. For images containing one symmetry axis,
the proposed technique reaches higher recall values with better precision
that the baseline algorithm.

Figure 48: Detected axes in images containing a single symmetry axis. Above: the new
technique. Below: the baseline algorithm. We keep at most three detections
per image with the highest confidence score. For the baseline algorithm, the
symmetric matches that indicate a axis are given with dots of the same color.
We use blue rectangles to indicate the support area (symmetric matches) for
each axis.
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Figure 49: Precision-recall curves for images with multiple symmetry axes. For the
highest possible recall that the new technique reaches, it outperforms the
baseline in both recall and precision. For images containing multiple sym-
metry axes, the baseline algorithm reaches better recall values but with very
low precision.

Figure 50: Detected axes in images containing multiple reflection symmetry axes.
Above: the new technique. Below: the baseline algorithm. We keep at most
5 detections per image with the highest confidence score. For the baseline
algorithm, the symmetric matches that indicate a axis are given with dots
of the same color. We use blue rectangles to indicate the support area (sym-
metric matches) for each axis.
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Figure 51: Examples of matches for working on images with a single symmetry axis.
Left: groundtruth axes (blue line segments). Right: symmetric keypoint
matches found and the most voted axes (magenta line segments). Each
match is shown as a couple of yellow circles representing the keypoints
matched, with the radius indicating the scale where the keypoint was de-
tected and a green line segment that connects the two keypoints. In the
third case, we can see that the proposed algorithm considers symmetry
differently from a human.
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Figure 52: Examples of matches working on images with multiple symmetry axes.
Left: groundtruth axes (blue line segments). Right: symmetric keypoint
matches found and the most voted axes (magenta line segments). Each
match is shown as a couple of yellow circles representing the keypoints
matched, with the radius indicating the scale where the keypoint was de-
tected and a green line segment that connects the two keypoints. In the first,
second and fourth case, we can see that the proposed algorithm considers
symmetry differently from a human.
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the recall about 10%. So, we did not use it for this case. The explanation for
this outcome is that despite the assumption that features found closer to a
symmetry axis make more sense, the symmetric patterns can spread in the
whole image when there is only one symmetry axis (figure 48). By figures 48

and 50 we can see that concerning the best detections of both techniques for
the same images, the results are similar.

6.4 conclusions on reflection symmetry detection

We presented a new technique using LP-RDFT for reflection symmetry detec-
tion in images. We use LP-RDFT because it captures shape information in an
image, a property which is very important for symmetry detection. LP-RDFT
describes shape independently from orientation while it keeps a phase ele-
ment, that indicates orientation, separately in order to measure the amount of
symmetry of the described area. The proposed technique is the first to use a
description method that does not utilize image gradients. All of the other state
of the art techniques are gradient based. Another contribution to the subject is
that we are able to find symmetry without flipping the image and regathering
features, whereas it is a prerequisite for the baseline algorithm. Also, we intro-
duced some constraints in order to filter the closest best matches of keypoints
that correspond to possible symmetry axes. Moreover, we provided the RSM
formula which is adapted to LP-RDFT. The results follow the performances of
the state of the art.

As the groundtruth is influenced by human preference, we consider logical
the mediocre results of our algorithm and the baseline. Nevertheless, the re-
sults of the proposed technique with LP-RDFT follow the performances of the
state of the art. The main contribution is however to the general view of the
problem by introducing new ideas that will boost further improvement to the
very demanding subject of symmetry detection in images.

In the next and final chapter of this thesis, the qualities and drawbacks of
LP-RDFT are summed up and an overview of the method leads us to conclude
on the efficiency, the possible improvement and the use of LP-RDFT.









CONCLUSIONS

Dans cette thèse nous avons exploré une nouvelle approche multi-échelle à
la description d’images. Après une recherche volumineuse des approches exis-
tantes, nous avons décidé d’utiliser le Laplacien du Gaussien et la Transformée
de Fourier, les deux calculés dans un espace d’échelle logarithmique. Avec
cette approche, nous avons réalisé un descripteur d’image purement math-
ématique qui peut être facilement ajusté à plusieurs tâches visuelles et des
exigences des petites mémoire.

Les résultats expérimentaux ont montré la robustesse aux variations de
l’image, en particulier des changements impliquant la dégradation du signal
d’image, et l’efficacité de capture de formes dans les images. Par rapport à
l’état de l’art la méthode proposée a des bonnes performances, tout en utilisant
des vecteur descripteur de très petite taille, ce qui la rend appropriée pour les
systèmes avec une puissance de calcul et/ou une mémoire limitée. L’efficacité
de la méthode proposée peut être explorée plus sur les applications en temps
réel.

La qualité des vecteurs de caractéristiques par la méthode proposée est ap-
proprié pour les applications nécessitant à la fois la description invariante et
de l’information d’orientation. Les expériences sur la symétrie de réflexion ont
montré que nous pouvons facilement manipuler l’information de signal trans-
portée dans les vecteurs LP-RDFT. Cette capacité du descripteur LP-RDFT,
combiné avec ses besoin mémoire limités, peut ouvrir la voie à des applica-
tions exigeantes en temps réel.



7
C O N C L U S I O N S

A new approach for multi-scale image description has been explored in this
thesis. After a review of research on existing approaches for image description
in chapter 2, we describe a new approach for image description that used the
Laplacian of Gaussian to describe intensity variations and the Fourier trans-
form to describe low frequencies at the surrounding area. We compute this
descriptor on a logarithmic scale space to provide scale invariance. Rotation
invariance is addressed by the properties of the Laplacian of Gaussian and
the Fourier transform taken radially. Chapter 3 discusses all the possible op-
tions and parameters involved in the definition of the approach. The aim of
this approach is to offer a general image description method that can be eas-
ily adjusted to several visual tasks. Experimental results revealed robustness
to image changes, especially changes that involved deterioration of the image
signal, and efficiency of capturing shapes in images. The proposed method can
perform sufficiently good with very small vector sizes compared to the state
of the art, a fact that makes it suitable for low computational systems and real
time applications.

In chapter 4, we show experiments on keypoint matching against a selected
subset of existing descriptors that are either well established or newly pro-
posed. Tests on the Affine Covariant Features benchmark dataset showed that
the proposed descriptor is very effective with scaling and lower resolution
changes in images but less effective in the case of other affine related and il-
lumination changes. On the other hand, this new approach employs a much
small vector length compared to the other descriptors making it potentially
appropriate for application where memory and power are limited. Further ex-
periments on a set of textureless images from the MIRFLICKR Retrieval Eval-
uation dataset revealed that the proposed method can be very discriminative
when there is very low quality information. In this case, our results showed
that the descriptor vector was much smaller than the other methods. In to-
tal, the proposed descriptor showed in the experiments that it can compete
with the state of the art for local image description with the advantage of low
memory requirements.

Chapter 5 presents experiments where the proposed method was used for
global description on pattern detection. The human shape was the subject of
search in the INRIA Person dataset and the well-known HOG descriptor [30]
was the baseline. Using an Adaboost classifier, we created three detectors with
the same number of iterations (weak classifiers), one detector using the HOG
descriptor and two detectors using two different version of the proposed de-
scriptor. The proposed descriptor vectors were created by using samples either
on the Gaussian pyramid for the computation of Radial Fourier Transform or
on the Laplacian pyramid. The idea behind testing Laplacian of Gaussian val-
ues for the Radial Fourier Transform was introduced in order to compensate
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the lack of information due to the small size of sampling area for it. A Lapla-
cian of Gaussian has more information about a neighborhood than an sim-
ple intensity value (sample on the Gaussian pyramid). These two versions of
the descriptor created two different detectors. Both detectors of the proposed
method showed similar detection performance to the HOG detector. The false
positive rates for the two detector were higher compared to the HOG detector,
but the proposed descriptor vectors (for both versions) were 8.11 times smaller
than the HOG descriptor vectors. Such a performance can be valuable for low
computational systems where high detection rates are more important than
accuracy in detection.

Chapter 6 contains experiments on reflection symmetry detection. The aim
of this visual task is to determine the axis of symmetry between two reflect-
ing parts of an image. The proposed method was integrated into a technique
for symmetry detection. Keypoints were detected in the image and descriptor
features were computed for each of them. The proposed method used magni-
tudes of the Fourier Transform coefficients for a circle of samples around the
Laplacian Profile and one phase element. The phase element belonged to the
coefficient with the most important magnitude computed around any of the
Laplacians of Gaussians of the Laplacian Profile. This phase element was an
indication of the orientation of the local area’s intensity. A series of constraints
was then employed to find symmetric keypoint matches among the set of key-
points in the image. Each match was tested for describing symmetric image
neighborhoods. A part of these constraints were tailored on LP-RDFT but can
be adapted. Another part of the constraints are general ideas that we explored
about what is important for detecting efficiently mirror symmetric shapes and
can be used by any relevant technique. The cloud of all the accepted matches
voted for the existence of possible symmetry axes in a Hough space for lines.
The experiments on this task were performed by the dataset and rules of the
latest milestone on symmetry detection on images, the IEEE CVPR2013 Com-
petition [80]. Compared to the baseline of the contest, the propose method
showed interesting results. Our main contribution for this task is to introduce
new ideas and constraints about how to better identify reflection symmetry.

The overall conclusion of the thesis is that while initial results are encourag-
ing further investigation is required. The proposed method is indeed compact
and can be used for several application of different types. Its performance is
in line with the performance of the state of the art. Further improvement of
the method can be focus mainly on its robustness towards affine image trans-
formations. All in all, this new descriptor is an appropriate choice for systems
of low computational power and limited memory space.

7.1 lessons learned

During the exploration of the LP-RDFT descriptor, we made a list of factors
that effect its qualities and performance. In this section, we list this factors
and we give an intuition about how they should be used efficiently to give the
appropriate version of this descriptor.
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7.1.0.1 The appropriate scale space

The scale factor σ of the Gaussian filtering for the computation of the Half-
Octave Gaussian pyramid can be any power of two. Ideally, larger σ can be
used for images that contain very sharp edges and corners. Smaller σ values
are better for images that already have quite smooth edges and corners. A
σ =
√
2 is a good choice for any application in general.

7.1.0.2 The sampling area for the RDFT

The area for endorsing the LP with frequency details can be either a circle of
samples or a disk. The disk sampling area offers more discrimination power
but raises the length of the descriptor vector. As we want to have a descriptor
that can be used for low computational devices, the circle sampling area is
more appropriate. The radius of the sampling area can be any, but we have
seen from our experiments that a radius of 5 or 6 pixels is advisable for appli-
cations involving local description and a small radius of 1 pixel is enough for
dense description.

7.1.0.3 Fourier coefficients to keep and how

The Fourier coefficients have redundant information and we can keep only the
half of them. keeping their magnitudes, we have rotation invariant information
about the frequencies at the described area. Using the coefficients’ phase, we
have an indication for orientation that can be used to enhance discrimination
power relatively to the demands of a visual task.

7.1.0.4 Length of the LP

The appropriate length of the LP (the number of pyramid levels used to extract
the Laplacians of Gaussians for the LP vector) is also relative to the quality
and the size of the image. Images with small size do not allow long LP vectors
compared with larger images given a particular σ for the Gaussian filtering in
the pyramid structure. Smoother images need longer LP vectors (meaning that
they need to be described with more scales) as the information they contain is
not well defined by accurate edges and corners.

7.1.0.5 Length of the final descriptor vector

RDFT can be computed around every LP element (Laplacian of Gaussian on
a level) on the respective level of the pyramid (level where this Laplacian of
Gaussian is taken). But it is not necessary to compute it around all LP elements.
Experiments on keypoint matching show that computing the RDFT around
the LP elements only for half the levels where this LP was extracted provides
sufficient signal information. This way, the vector becomes even smaller while
remaining still discriminative to complete the task.
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7.2 perspectives of this study

• The proposed description method can be discriminative enough to be
used for local image description but in the same time short enough in
size to be used into classifiers and detectors without high cost. Therefore,
it can be used to extract one type of descriptors from images that can be
used for different visual tasks. This way, we reduce system complexity.
Depending on the quality of the images that a system has to exploit, a
particular version of the proposed descriptor will be more appropriate
for use for both local and global description tasks.

• Low quality images contain low amounts of important details and large
descriptor vectors unnecessarily increase the computational and mem-
ory cost. A reasonable alternative is a compact multi-scale descriptor as
the proposed one that captures enough information with modest cost in
computations and storage in memory.

• Symmetry in all forms (reflection, rotation and translation symmetry) is
defined by shape [80]. The proposed descriptor captures shape with the
Laplacian of Gaussian and additional frequency information about its
surrounding area with the Radial Fourier Transform. The technique for
reflection symmetry detection using the proposed descriptor can be ex-
tended to the other two forms of symmetry with appropriate manipula-
tions. The phase of the Radial Fourier Transform coefficients can be used
to define the relationship between the parts of the rotation symmetric
shapes. Moreover, the phase of the Radial Fourier Transform coefficients
can determine the directions of the repeating components for translation
symmetry. Therefore, the proposed descriptor can be used to detect all
forms of symmetry in images.

7.3 proposing future work

An idea for further experiments on this work is to create an application that
performs multiple tasks using the proposed descriptor. The objective should
be to use only one version of LP-RDFT descriptors extracted once from an
image and used for a variety of tasks. For example, a possible test application
can be to perform image matching and reflection symmetry detection between
patterns that are the one (from the first image) the reflection of the other (on the
second image). An example of such images may contain the same person that
has his/her head turned to a different side in each image. LP-RDFT descriptors
as described in chapter 6 can be extracted on keypoints on the two images.
First, they can be used without the phase element to perform the matching of
the images by their background, with the usual keypoint matching technique.
Then, the same descriptors can be used with the phase element to recognize
the human face turned at different sides (considering the two turned faces to
different directions as symmetric). Moreover, one of the two images can be
compared to an image that has the same background but with the human
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face looking straight forward. The symmetry will exist between the turned
face in the side of the first image and the half of the face in the other image,
while in the second image the two halves of the face will be also symmetric
between them. This possible application, that performs keypoint matching and
detection of symmetric patterns spreading across two images, can be used
for detecting robustly the orientation (left-right-forward) of a face in different
images with the same background.

A second idea for future work is to extend the reflection symmetry technique
with LP-RDFT to the other two types of symmetry by adjusting the technique
to their characteristics. The phase of the Radial Fourier Transform coefficients
can be used to define the symmetry between the parts of a rotation symmetric
pattern and the directions of the repeating patterns for translation symmetry.
Moreover, the technique already proposed for reflection symmetry can be fur-
ther improved. The formula of RSM can be improved to consider more factors,
for example inspired by the proposed constraints in chapter 6. Furthermore,
other methods apart from the Hough space can be tested for the symmetry
axes detection. For example, axes could be more simply detected by averaging
the bisectors of the line segments that join the symmetric keypoints into pairs.
This method might be more precise than the Hough space. The Hough space
suffers from the smoothing before the computation of the maxima when the
voting pairs vote for very similar but not exactly the same axes. The LP-RDFT
descriptor should be further examined on symmetry as its vector elements, the
rotation invariant elements and the phase of the Fourier coefficients that can
be stored independently, provides the right kind of features for symmetry.

A third idea for future work, is to use the same version of LP-RDFT descrip-
tor in a real time application for two completely different reasons. For example,
the descriptor can be used locally on keypoints for matching to find similar im-
ages and then globally on image patches to detect objects. The purpose of this
test application should be to show that only a single version of the LP-RDFT
can be used to perform both tasks successfully and with low memory cost.

7.4 brainstorming in the aftermath

There is always the argument of whether qualities such as low complexity, low
computational cost and low storage memory requirements are useful or even
relevant. It is expected that with the advancement of computers, descriptors
than are costly today will be easily used in the future. On these grounds, we
can say that it should be not that important to make less costly descriptors al-
lowing us to search for “heavier” but more powerful methods. But this is not
entirely correct. As computers advance, so does the quantity of data they can
handle. It is sure that computers will keep becoming faster and having larger
memory capacities. But then people will want to store images and videos with
better resolution, better colors, more dimensions, etc. Even if the actual de-
scriptor computations remains stable, the time and the cost of proper image
description depends also on the quality and the amount of the data. Therefore,
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the cost of descriptors should never be a less important matter that the rest of
their characteristics.

Data with more than two dimensions, like depth images or video sequences,
require more time and memory to be treated than 2D images. The proposed
descriptor can be a good answer to such types of data given its qualities. Both
the Laplacian and the Fourier theory can be generalized to many dimensions.
Therefore, this descriptor can be extended to work with multidimensional
data.

Another argument on how to ameliorate image description is if it is best to
keep evolving the existing state of the art methods or keep searching for new
ones. It is true that changing existing methods is easier than beginning from
point zero. This is undeniably a good solution when the time to complete a
project plan is limited, but in the same time this attitude leaves several unex-
plored ideas still in the dark. There is always the chance that there is nothing
more to be done in image description and we have reached a limit to the pos-
sibility of further progress, but this still remains just an assumption. It might
seem that we have reached a limit, but perhaps it is because it was the research
that was limited around what has already been proved to work efficiently. For
example, gradients were for long time now proven to be very efficient which
naturally led to a lot of research around them. This fact though must not re-
strain us to consider them as the one or the best option and keep restraining
our selves only towards this point of view. For sure, we have to keep making
better what we already have but we must not ignore that there might be a bet-
ter idea that it was not discovered yet. A new idea for better image description
can be inspired by theory used in another field but never used for computer
vision or a combination of theories in a way that was never tried before, as
attempted in this thesis.
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